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Abstract 

Managing restaurant operations is more challenging than it appears. A restaurant generally 

relies on paper-based system for manual information flow. However, such system soon 

meets its limitations. This is mainly because individuals in the restaurant have limited 

capability to handle massive information flow when the restaurant is at peak capacity. 

Consequently, many restaurants have adopted computerized restaurant systems to allow 

efficient operation management. 

This project seeks to research, develop and experimentally implement and validate a 

computerized restaurant system to replace error prone and monotonous paper-based systems. 

The project proposed a Web-based Computerized Restaurant System (WCRS), to handle 

restaurant operations such as order handling, payment processing and inventory control. The 

two main research sub-domains investigated during the project are Human-Computer 

Interaction (HCI) and Software Engineering (SE); as well as the history behind restaurant 

management and information systems. The project demonstrated SE methodologies from the 

initial requirement gathering phase to the software testing and validation phase. Some 

noteworthy practises include establishing software architecture that could promote 

separation of concern and reusability, designing essential data structures and algorithms for 

restaurant data processing, applying presentation separation patterns such as Model-View-

Controller and Model-View-ViewModel to decouple software components, and adopting 

web technology for real-time communication. The project also created intuitive and mobile 

friendly user interfaces by utilizing Hierarchical Task Analysis (for user interface and task-

modelling) and adopting Responsive Web Design (for dynamic content presentation), both 

of which are directly aligned to the HCI methodologies.  

A sequence of software prototypes were developed after extensive researches, designs, 

implementations and testing phases were conducted sequentially. The final prototype 

satisfied most of the high priority functional and non-functional requirements. Many 

subsequent features were integrated into the prototypes as the project evolved; these covered 

the most important restaurant operations. They were each tested and validated in order to 

demonstrate their capabilities to fulfil the project’s objectives. All these processes are 

managed by agile methodology and involved Continuous Integration for software source 

control and test automation. 
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Chapter 1.  Introduction 

This chapter will provides an overview of the project and report. It first introduces the reader 

to the project context and identifies the associated problems of managing a restaurant’s 

operations. It then discusses the motivations that drove the project to conduct the researches 

and implement a software solution. Following this, it outlines the objectives that the project 

intended to achieve. Finally, it describes an overview of the report and the writing styles 

used in authoring the report. 

1.1 Project Context 

This project sets to design, build and test a web-based computerized restaurant system. 

Generally, a computerized restaurant system aims to solve restaurant problems with 

Information Technology (IT). A computerized restaurant system may be familiar to the 

reader considering that most restaurants are equipped with a basic cash drawer to process 

payment. In fact, the terminal used to process payment in restaurant is the origin of such 

system. This dates back to 1974, when William Brobeck and Associates built 

microprocessor-controlled cash register systems for McDonald's Restaurants [1] . In this 

system, tapping on associated item keys and numeric keys would place orders for a customer, 

it would then continue to calculate the bill when the operator by pressed the total button. 

This was followed by the invention of the first graphical point-of-sale (POS) system with 

touch screen support by Gene Mosher in 1978 [2]. "We've eliminated the need for keys," he 

said and stated that menu can be changed frequently without programming [3]. Over decades, 

the computerized restaurant system had evolved to cover more operational aspects in a 

restaurant. Some systems provide full coverage in supporting operations such as: inventory 

control, customer relationship management, table reservation and staff shift planning. 

One of the driving forces behind the innovation of such a system is the attempt to replace 

the error prone and monotonous paper-based system. Commonly, the workflow of the 

system would start from waiters gathering orders from the customer on an order sheet, then 

passing this to kitchen chefs for meal preparation and finally collecting payment from the 

customer. This process can promote certain risks however, especially during peak period, 

they are not limited to the loss of order sheet [4], incorrect sequence of meal preparation [5], 

and added cost due to mistaken orders. Eventually, they may lead to low productivity and 
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customer dissatisfaction. Realizing these problems can affect business performance, so the 

restaurant owner quickly seeks a remedy by adopting IT into their business model.  

1.2 Project Motivation 

IT has become important tools to support business operations. Especially in the restaurant 

business, IT is playing increasingly important roles in resources administration, managing 

services, and assisting strategic decision making [6, 7]. Several analysis and research works 

have also suggested that competitive use of IT in a restaurant has significant advantages [4-

6, 8-11]. In term of operational benefits, it can improve process efficiency, reduce possible 

human errors, and maximize use of resources [4, 5, 8-11]. Additionally,  it also supports long 

term business goals, including achieving cost-effectiveness, maximizing profits, and the 

potential to penetrate wider markets [6, 7].  

Motivated by the IT benefits, the project intended to utilize IT further to improve restaurant 

operation. To achieve this, the project will investigate the principles and techniques of the 

Computer Science (CS) domain, particularly Software Engineering (SE) and Human-

Computer Interaction (HCI), to build a prototype of computerized restaurant system. The 

prototype are intended to be deployed as web application to support collaboration of various 

users, thus it will be referred to as a Web-based Computerized Restaurant System (WRCS) 

subsequently in this report. As this project progress, it seeks to answer eight interesting 

research questions: 

#1. Could the computerized prototype system fully replace the paper-based system in 

restaurant? 

#2. How could the project ensure that the development process is being properly 

managed?  

#3. How does the project address the requirements of each stakeholder? 

#4. What are the possible software design methodologies that are able to support the 

desired features and performance? 

#5. How could the project align with the concept of “separation of concerns” to each 

stakeholders operation? 

#6. What are the data structures and algorithms that could realize (and process) persistent 

of critical business information? 
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#7. What interface design technique could ease the tasks that the stakeholders require the 

system to perform?  

#8. How would the prototype system support and utilize mobile device as medium to 

access its services?  

From a CS perspective, these questions are worth investigating because their answers 

demonstrate the importance of SE and HCI principles to support the development of an IT 

system and creative usage of web technology to solve actual business problems – such as 

these.     

1.3  Project Objectives 

The general goal of this project is to develop and experimentally validate a web-based 

computerized restaurant system.  This is supported by researching sufficient knowledge in 

the SE and HCI domains, and then applying this to the development of the system. To 

achieve this, the project will be underpinned by various stakeholder requirements – which 

link to the requirement engineering research domain in SE. The project also investigates 

practical software design methods (a sub-domain of SE) in order to build a high quality 

system.  In addition, it also investigates the possibility of build a real-time information 

system to allow effective communication – again linking to the previous research domain of 

web development. Lastly, the project will also explore hierarchy task analysis and responsive 

web design [12] to specify, model, and develop appropriate graphical user interface (UI) 

behaviours – these  are embedded in the HCI research domain.  

The following objectives are defined in order to accomplish the project goal: 

i) Developing an efficient multi-tier system architecture 

The system required an architecture design that supported separation of concern and 

highly reusable implementation. It should allow full or part of the functionalities to 

be accessible by a range of devices. Hence, it should have presentation layer to 

facilitate an appropriate user interface, a business logic layer that hold common 

business functions and a data layer for managing database transaction. In-depth 

analysis and good design practise will be required to realize this implementation.  

ii) Developing efficient information sharing methodologies 

Sharing information should happen instantly since a delay in fulfilling order certainly 

reduces customer satisfaction. The project will need substantial investigation on how 
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real time communication should occur to allow effective collaboration among staff. 

Besides, data transfer for cross layer communication could also affect system 

performance and should be addressed by an optimized solution. 

iii) Designing a simple and  intuitive user interface  

In any system, users will need to perform several tasks to achieve a high-level goal. 

A user interface should guide user through the tasks and help them to attain final goal. 

Since operations in a restaurant involve numerous tasks, extensive analysis should 

be performed into designing a UI that is simple and intuitive and addresses the users’ 

goals (functional requirements) effectively. 

iv) Developing an efficient mobile friendly user interface 

The system should be easily accessed by different type of devices; so that it is 

portable and reusable. Considering that each mobile device may have a different 

screen resolution and size, the UI of the system should provide a responsive 

mechanism to offset these limitations with a dynamic UI layout and content resizing.  

v) Ensuring quality of the system through adequate software testing  

A significant amount of testing should be in-place to ensure that the prototype system 

is free from errors and bugs. In addition, the prototype’s performance should be 

evaluated to analyse the effectiveness of the proposed methodology. 

1.4 Report Overview 

This report documented the concepts and solutions behind the development of the prototype 

software. It is broken down into seven major chapters (including this). This chapter has 

introduced the project in terms of its context, motivations and objectives. The remainder of 

the report is structured as following: 

 Chapter 2 provides a background and outlines the literature review conducted related 

with computerized restaurant system and its early attempts. It then describes 

approaches that could improve this type of system. 

 Chapter 3 explains the process of requirement gathering and project management 

techniques. The chapter formulates a set of requirements that the project has to satisfy 

in order to full its objectives, using of feature list, tabulated requirements, context 

model and use case model. Several techniques used to manage and monitor the 

project activities are also documented. 
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 Chapter 4 describes the process of transforming the requirements into conceptual 

solutions. The chapter introduces a high-level architecture vision of software and 

various diagramming techniques during system modelling.  It also includes 

approaches that help modelling presentation and behaviours of the user interface.  

 Chapter 5 focuses on the adoption of technologies to realize the design ideas 

developed previously. The chapter includes code usage and the algorithm from the 

implementation of each the software components. Finally, walkthroughs of the actual 

usage of the implemented system are shown.  

 Chapter 6 is concerned with ensuring the implemented prototype software work as 

intended. It outlines testing techniques and tools used to validate and verify the 

software behaviours.  

 Chapter 7 evaluates the approaches taken during this project and the achievement of 

the project. It also details possible future enhancements and a reflection of the skills 

attained during this project.  

1.5 Writing Style 

When the author references other sections of the report, section number are preceded by “§” 

and the first part of the subsequent number denotes the chapter so that “§4.3” is the third 

section Chapter 4. Figures, tables and listings follow the same convention; hence, Figure 4.6 

is the sixth figure in Chapter 4.  

The project uses square brackets, [] to encompass the reference number of the referencing 

materials. The list of references can be found after the Conclusion chapter, and right before 

the Appendix section of the report. 

The Appendix sections include addition details and diagrams that are relevant to the main 

report. Each appendix section is prefixed by an Alphabetic character (e.g. Appendix A) to 

differentiate itself from the main report cross-referencing.  
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Chapter 2.  Background  

This chapter describes the background of the system and looks at the project’s nature in a 

wider context. It begins by understanding the characteristics of computerized restaurant 

system and looking at early attempts at such a system. The chapter then discusses how web 

technology fits into the development of such system. Next, the chapter investigates software 

process models that best meet the interests of the project. The last section explores the UI 

design techniques that could enhance user experience and accessibility of mobile devices. 

2.1 Computerized Restaurant System 

The term, computerized restaurant system, which is utilised throughout this project could be 

obscure to the reader. The general concept for this term is an integrated IT system that 

supervises, manages and facilitates the planning operations in restaurant. It is not odd that 

such a system is often associated with a point-of-sales (POS) system, a terminal that is use 

to process sales transactions – e.g. when the meal bill is paid. As stated in §1.1, this was 

derived from a simple electronic cash drawer which was utilised to collect payments, then it 

evolved to the basic POS system to the assist order phase and payment process. During 1990s, 

much investment in IT development focussed on integrating POS with back-office systems 

such as accounting and payroll systems [13]. Technology advances have allowed POS 

system, which previously use multiple software packages for different operational purposes, 

to evolve to fully integrated solution that automate restaurant operations [14]. The all-in-one 

system, including front-desk service control to back-office planning, is actually a 

computerized restaurant system. Some drivers behind such evolution, highlighted by [15] 

are: 

 network connected system allows instantaneous connection to services and 

information; 

 real time communication increasingly important to meet customer satisfaction; 

 data warehouse and data mining emerge as important tools for decision making; and 

 rapid technology changes have challenged the IT capabilities of restaurant 

stakeholders. 
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This clearly indicated a close relationship to IT advancement, which in turn introduced more 

possibilities to restaurant operation.  For instances, networking technology allows remote 

data access in IT systems compared to what was previously restricted access on an embedded 

database previously.  The restaurant industry quickly gains benefits from the phenomenon 

and relies IT solutions to remain competitive in the industry. Motivated by this scenario, 

some early efforts [4, 5, 8-11, 16, 17]  attempted to address various concerns of restaurant 

operations. The following section will discuss the attempted works and their focus areas.  

2.1.1 Early Attempts at Computerized Restaurant Systems 

Early attempts at computerized restaurant systems aimed to improve the workflow of food 

ordering and kitchen preparation, and [4] proposed a Process Management System (PMR) 

that expand POS system to share order information in real-time. The system addressed the 

customer order management with timely tracking and validation. It demonstrated potential 

to reduce fraudulent orders and improve meal preparation efficiency. In addition, there are 

several research studies that focus on encouraging user interaction in a restaurant system, 

such as  Multi-touchable E-Restaurant Management System [9] and Mojo iCuisine [11]. The 

proposed solutions allow self-ordering of food items by interacting with touch-screen 

interfaces. Both solutions consist of a touchable digital menu, which can be dynamically 

updated. Besides enhancing the dining experience, this approach also features flexibility 

over menu engineering and real time customer feedback.  

Another important area of IT adoption in restaurant operation is inventory control. For 

example,  the RFID-based Sushi Management System [10] presents an attempt to utilize 

radio-frequency identification (RFID) in conveyor-belt sushi restaurant to enhance 

operational efficiency, particularly in the area of inventory control, responsive replenishment, 

and food safety control. The developed system demonstrates promising potential in 

improving the quality of service in the food industry. Conversely, [8] presents a solution that 

is also adopted RFID technology but instead focuses on another operational aspect: customer 

relationship management. The study focuses on developing an intelligent menu 

recommender based on a customer RFID membership card. The approach of adapting a 

digital menu to customer preferences demonstrated practical customer-centric services and 

customer satisfaction improvement. 
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Finally, adopting mobile devices as part of the restaurant system has gained much attention 

lately. As noted by [16], mobile services are “available at any time and any place.”. They 

demonstrate the great potential of more portable and accessible functions in a restaurant 

system. This is aligned to [5, 16, 17] mobile solutions for food ordering in restaurant. The 

main technologies used to realise their solution are web and wireless connectivity. Web 

technology provides loosely coupled and platform-independent ways of accessing 

application services [17] while wireless technology lifted the restrictions of close range 

operations. This approach is still applicable despite the recent evolution of mobile devices, 

from the personal digital assistant (PDA) to the smart phone.  

All the studies above present various possibilities for improving restaurant operations with 

the aid of IT. However, there is still room for improvement.  One of the limitations in their 

attempts is that the systems’ UI often targeted particular platforms (embedded, desktop or 

mobile device). Thus, it might limit choice of medium to access the systems’ services. 

Besides, their UI are not associated with the user tasks; hence, training might be required to 

operate such a system. Finally, it is also possible to incorporate every operational concern 

under a single solution in order to promote better collaboration among restaurant staff. The 

project aims to address these limitations and improvements by proposing a prototype 

software that adopts better UI design techniques and web technologies. Thus, an insight into 

web application development will be covered in the next section.  

2.2 Web Application Development 

World Wide Web (WWW) application, or web application, is any software application that 

is executed on the web [18]. Originally, the web functioning as an information medium [18, 

19] and most of its content remained static.  Web application evolved though,  from statistic 

textual content with limited interactivity, to rich interfaces with dynamic content and 

responsive interaction, known as Web 2.0 [20]. The role of the web has transformed from 

simple information publication to distributed enterprise-scale workflow systems.  

Web application has proven that web technology could help in software development. Three 

basic elements of WWW that are found useful to software application development are 

highlighted by [20] as the following: 

 Uniform Resource Locators (URLs),  is a naming scheme to identify computer 

location, the requested resource in the file system and a protocol to communicate 
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with the resources [20].  The requested resource is not limited to file document, 

instead, developers may also use an URL to access a particular software service. 

Modern software applications enable communication across server boundaries by pin 

pointing the remote resources with the URL. 

 Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), refers to a formatted document containing 

content, styling and structure to present the content of web pages [20].  The recent 

evolution to HTML5 1promised even greater flexibility in visual presentation and 

responsive interaction. The potential of HTML is further enhanced by a combination 

of client side scripting (e.g. JavaScript) and dynamic content generation with server 

based programming language (e.g. ASP).  In software development, designers could 

work on HTML presentation while back-end developers could focus on server side 

algorithms. 

 Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP),  is a main communication protocol of the Web 

[20]. The protocol formulates the request data operation in GET method and sends 

data operation in POST operations. This allows modern web application to utilize a 

single URL for information request and data manipulation by specifying the desired 

operation in a request packet. The widely adopted protocol improves inter-operability 

of software application in fetching dynamic content. There are also increasing 

attempts to embed a web browser within a native software application to present 

information. 

As discussed in §2.1, web technology emerges as one of the popular choices to develop a 

computerized restaurant system. One of the major advantages of web application is its 

accessibility. This connects to Gellersen & Gaedke’s statement, 

 “Applications that use HTML-based front ends benefit from the pervasive distribution 

of Web browsers for universal, cross-platform access,” [18].     

In other words, web application could allow users to access remote resources (e.g. data and 

services) that are distributed across an enterprise network or the internet [5]. Besides, the 

nature of ubiquitous clients and centralized maintenance in web application has also enabled 

instantaneous deployment of software updates at minimal cost [5]. Compared to the 

                                                 

1 A new standard for HTML with improve support for multimedia. 
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conventional patch and update approach, updating web applications could happen in real-

time. The update also would have minimum impact on the client side as most changes are 

processed on server side. Both specified advantages make web technology an excellent 

candidate for inclusion in WCRS – in which remote data access and information sharing, is 

crucial to operations efficiency.  

2.2.1 Designing Web Applications 

The concerns of designing and developing web application are generally similar from a SE 

perspective as specified by [20]. The user will interact with the user interface, often a 

browser, to view and manipulate with the data managed at the server. The tight coupling 

between web page logics and contents result in poor maintainability and reusability. This is 

until the developer realized that Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern, a well-known 

software pattern applied in SE,  could be applied just as well to many web applications [20]. 

Models are classes containing data and business logics, the Views are web pages with 

formatting instructions of data, and the Controllers will facilitate communication between 

Views and Models for data presentation and manipulation. This approach achieves the SE 

principle, separation of concerns, by decoupling presentation logic from business logic. The 

MVC framework has recently become the dominant development framework and some 

object-oriented (OO) programming languages (e.g. J2EE 2 and .NET Framework3) would 

have their own MVC frameworks. The details of MVC pattern will be further discussed in 

§5.3.3.1. 

Web application development could be different from general software application 

development, if following aspects were considered: 

 It is concerned with creativity and interactivity of interface presentation [19]; 

 It is often content-oriented and required techniques to structure content [19]; 

 It needs to cater for a diverse environment as is exposed to various wider range of 

access device. [19]; and 

 Its distributed architecture promotes unpredictable remote transactions. 

                                                 

2 Java Platform Enterprise Edition, a computing platform maintained by Oracle.  
3 A software development framework developed by Microsoft. 
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The general approach used to develop web-based application is mainly ad hoc [19, 20] . It 

involves continuing patching of documents on a running web server. Such unmanaged 

development process lacks quality control and maintainability. This has leads to research of 

more disciplined approaches, which involve employing Software Development Process 

discussed in the next section. 

2.3 Software Development Process 

Software Development Process commonly comprises sequence of work activities, actions, 

and tasks that are undergone to create the final product. In the context of software 

development, the final product is a software application, a plug-in component, or a software 

service solution. However, software development processes are complex and unmanaged 

process could easily lead to catastrophic failure in delivering a usable system. While there 

are many factors that contribute to its complexity, the two main reasons described by [21] 

and [22] are:  

1) Intellectual and creative processes rely on people’s decisions and judgement; and  

2) The environment may vary hence producing rapidly changing software requirements 

or strictly defined criteria. 

Consequently, careful planning of development activities is required and this results in the 

adoption of software development process model. A software process model is an abstract 

representation of interrelated activities in software development [22, 23]. It describes the 

general approaches in structuring activities and some techniques to produce deliverables. 

Selecting a suitable model for WRCS would cut down the development time and increase 

the quality of the output. Following sections describes several widely applied software 

process model in the software industry. 

2.3.1 Waterfall Model 

Waterfall model is a traditional software process model introduced by Royce [24]. It is a 

rigid and linear document driven methodology. This model is known as the waterfall model 

because it proceeded from one phase to another in a cascading order as shown in Figure 2.1. 

Before each phase can begin, each of the phases has a definite set of deliverables that must 

be approved by project sponsor, after the stakeholders have elicited them. However, the 

process of producing and approving these deliverables will incur significant cost. The 
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waterfall model often receives criticism on its inability to accommodate changes because the 

project freezes system specification upon deliverables sign-off. In a dynamic business 

environment, it is often difficult for user to state all requirements explicitly. The waterfall 

model lacks the ability to accommodate natural uncertainty and the changing need of users.  

 

Figure 2.1: Overview of the waterfall model [22].  

Another serious disadvantage of the waterfall model is that testing is often left to the end of 

the project. Errors and feedbacks obtained in later stages will require additional effort to 

resolve. Eventually, this will lead to a software product that not fit for user need. An 

enhanced variant of the waterfall model known as the V-model has improved to this issue.  

Figure 2.2 illustrates the quality assurance actions associated with deliverables of earlier 

phases in the V-model. Verification and validation approaches applied to earlier engineering 

work could significantly reduce errors found in later stages. However, the V-model does not 

explicitly describe actions taken in order to deal with errors found during testing. 

Nevertheless, waterfall model does show its strength when used in project where 

requirements are well understood and stable during development [22]. Documents produced 

during each phase provide traceability to address safety and legal issues when such concerns 

are critical to the user.   
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the V-model [23]. 

2.3.2 Evolutionary Model 

Evolutionary model encapsulates two fundamental approaches: incremental and interactive; 

when addressing changing requirements. It organizes processes in a manner that enables the 

development of increasingly complete versions of software based on customer feedbacks 

through a series of iteration.  The two fundamental types of evolutionary model that will be 

covered are prototyping and spiral model. 

The idea of prototyping is to enable users to interact and experiment with early prototypes 

which encapsulate a set of mutual understanding requirements. In [22], prototypes are 

described as an initial version of a software system used to demonstrate concepts, explore 

design options, in-depth problems and their possible solutions.  Commonly, there are two 

types of prototype [22, 25] : 

 Common prototypes aim to explore customer requirements through building an 

incrementally usable system. Prototypes with a minimum set of basic requirements 

are built and presented for the customer’s evaluation. The prototypes evolves by the 

implementation of customer proposed features and changes until it’s functionalities 

finally agreed by customer; and 
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 Throwaway prototypes aim to gather information and generate ideas on how system 

should be built. Commonly during project start up, the user may not fully understand 

their need and the developer may not share understanding on certain features. To 

clarify these uncertainties, a design prototype [25] which contain just enough details 

is built for evaluation. Once issues have been clarified, developers could then move 

on to an actual design and implementation. 

Allowing requirements to be implemented rapidly is the key advantage to prototyping. 

However, this may lead to stakeholder confusion by mistreating what they see as final 

version of the system. Stakeholders should be well aware that some prototypes only serve as 

tools to gather requirements and may vary from the final product.  

The spiral model is an evolutionary process model that combines the iterative nature of 

prototyping while retaining the systematic approaches of waterfall model [23]. Unlike the 

waterfall model in which it is hard to backtrack to previous phases once deliverables freeze, 

spiral model can be adopted throughout system development phases as shown in Figure 2.3. 

Explicit recognition of risk in the spiral model is the main difference compared with other 

process model [22]. However, understanding and mitigating the risks potentially reduces 

things that can go wrong. Iteration over entire phases of software process would be costly; 

hence, the spiral model is more suitable for large-scale projects, which contains high risk 

and requires well-structured approaches. 

 

Figure 2.3: Overview of the spiral model [22]. 
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2.3.3 Agile Development 

Agile development processes have emerged to be the dominant software process model in 

recent years. Agile processes focuses on people, communication, working software, and 

responding to change as opposed to plan-driven models that have high process bureaucracy. 

These are best explained with Agile Manifesto4. Design and implementation are the central 

activities in agile development processes [22]. It would also be possible to incorporate 

requirements elicitation and testing into these activities, for instance, applying test-driven 

development (TDD). In TDD, the developer first writes test cases before writing actual 

implementations. This serves as the preliminary steps to clarify requirements and 

understanding for problem domains. Developers then code the actual implementations and 

execute tests to verify the implementations. 

 

Figure 2.4: Overview of the Extreme Programming (XP) process [23]. 

Extreme programming (XP) has been widely known approach since the introduction of agile 

development concept.  Figure 2.4 shows the XP processes and its practise during each phase. 

XP captures requirements in the form of customer stories or scenarios to determine the 

features required. In XP, continuous customer engagement in development is important for 

                                                 

4  Declaration of four key values in iterative software development process, see Appendix A. 
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feedback and acceptance testing. XP favours small and frequent releases of software version 

like any other agile methods. Thus, design should only meet the current needs and expect 

refactoring when future improvement is required. XP recommended pair programming 

among developers because it can enable real time problem solving and quality assurance on 

solution applied [23]. XP is a lightweight process and fits well for small size projects. 

However, in a large-scale project where physical interaction among team members is 

difficult, it could be challenging for XP principles. 

2.3.4 Comparison among Software Process Model 

Table 2.1 presents a comparison of the three models discussed above based on several 

concerns that may affect WRCS development activities. These concerns, together with their 

explanations, are listed below: 

 Requirement elicitation, presents approaches to gather requirements for system; 

 Change management,  reflects how changes will be handled throughout project; 

 Validation, explains when testing will be done during project; 

 Delivery discuss how quickly and often the software features will be delivered; and 

 Design modelling covers the depth of design processes during modelling activity. 

Based on the comparison, agile development clearly exhibited features that meet WCRS 

needs. WCRS will require segregation of user tasks and roles to model intuitive UI. 

Apparently, user stories of agile development fit better with these requirements. In addition, 

agile development has factored change management in the model. Its ability to cope with 

changes reduces the risk of delivering products that does not meet the objectives. The earlier 

the system is tested, the less effort will be spent on the error that may arise in end of the 

project. TDD of agile practise embraces this idea and encourages testing done before 

development. Connected to this, frequent delivery also implies that new enhancement have 

actually been verified in smaller scale. It reduces complexity by testing only parts that have 

been changed. Upfront design often leads to “design paralysis5” [26] when the developer 

tries to adopt concerns and considerations that may not be materialized in the future of 

project. This is why agile development prefers modelling just enough detail to support 

                                                 

5 An anti-pattern that involves excessive up-front analysis and design but no actual action taken. 
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current need and refactor as required. Finally, lightweight agile process such as XP fits well 

into small-scale development, as in WRCS, which involves only single developer.  

Table 2.1: Comparison among Software Process Model. 

Concerns Waterfall 

Model 

Evolutionary Model Agile Development 

Requirement 

Elicitation 

Formal system 

specification 

Requirement and 

prototyping 

User stories or scenario 

Change 

Management 

 

Change is 

minimum or 

ignored. 

Accept changes and will 

introduce changes at 

future incremental version 

Accept changes and re-

prioritize with current 

objective for future 

incremental version 

Validation  Testing left to 

the end project  

Testing done at the end of 

each iteration  

Testing done in parallel 

with development in 

each iteration 

Delivery 

 

Slow and 

delivers as 

whole system 

at the end of 

project 

Delivers increasingly 

complete software when 

requirements and design 

decisions are defined 

Always delivers 

incremental working 

software with 

prioritized features 

Design 

modelling 

Excessive and 

lengthy 

Limited but may grow 

quickly if too much 

emphasis on upfront 

design decision 

Minimum with just 

enough details to meet 

current need 

 

2.4 User Interface Design 

As discussed in §1.3, UI design, a sub domain of HCI, remains one of the main topics of the 

project. The UI concerns of this project are mainly designing UI that comfortably map user 

task to the interaction action, and more mobile friendly website design. The following 

sections will introduce two design approaches, Task-based UI design, and mobile friendly 

website design. 

2.4.1 Introducing Task-Based UI Design 

UI design has been increasing challenging for developers due to the rise of complexity and 

need for consistency [12, 27]. One possible factor that has contributed complexity is the 

users’ mental model mismatch with the conceptual design of UI designers [28]. Users tend 

to focus on the task in hand rather than struggling to learn the features and procedures 
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necessary to activate services. Besides, it is also challenging to maintain consistency when 

more features are added to the UI [12]. Users potentially distracted from finding desired 

command if many possible selections are provided. Thus, new kind of user interactions that 

are self-explanatory and has a minimum learning curve is required. 

Most of the current UI design focuses on the viewpoint of domain objects – which hold 

underlying data that will be presented in the UI [29, 30]. Users have to learn the navigational 

system, the naming of interaction objects, and follow a series of navigation on the domain-

oriented menu to achieve particular goal [29]. For example, in a restaurant system, collecting 

orders for customer will travel following path: “table”; “order”; “create order”; “menu’; food 

categories”; and finally “add food item”. The original intention of users has switched from 

simply submitting an order to interacting with several domain objects. There are additional 

layers of transformation from user intention to following the structure of system objects [29]. 

A Task-based UI employs a different approach by presenting available commands that meet 

user goals. Using the previous example, taking order function will present a more task-

oriented command such as “take order” and arrange the interface to allow quick selection of 

food items.  

 

Figure 2.5: CRUD based UI design [31]. 

Another good example of Task-based UI approach is shown in the document by [31]. The 

author utilized a scenario where a user was trying to deactivate an inventory item in a typical 

software application. Figure 2.5 shows a CRUD based UI design where the user needs to 

navigate to exact instance of the item and lookup fields for changing status and deactivation 

comment. This required the user to browse through all the fields that not related to the 

original goal. Figure 2.6 shows a better approach by presenting the list of items in grid and 
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offer quick command to deactivate them, then a dialog to record the comment. Obviously, 

the latter approach is clearer to the user and presents only what the process needs. 

 

Figure 2.6: Task-Based UI design [31]. 

The experiment results [29] suggested that task-based UIs provide better performance in 

achieving user goals. It is also less cognitively demanding as it allows direct mapping of 

interface commands to user tasks [30].  

Task analysis is an essential technique to model user tasks and system behaviour in Task-

based UI design [32]. It helps developers to understand possible user actions and 

subsequently transfer them into UI designs. A few methods to perform task analysis and 

their objectives are adopted from [33] as below: 

Table 2.2: List of Task Modelling Techniques and their objectives [33]. 

Methods  Objectives 

Hierarchy Task Analysis (HTA) To inform designers about potential usability problems 

Goals, Operators, Methods, and 

Selection rules (GOMS) 

To evaluate human performance 

Task Knowledge Structure 

(TKS) or ConcurTaskTrees 

(CTT) 

To support design by providing a detailed task model 

describing task hierarchy, objects used, and knowledge 

structures, 

Adept approach To generate a prototype of a user interface 
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This project will focus on HTA since it best meets interest of the project. HTA is the 

preferred method considering that its objectives meet the project’s need in terms of 

resolving usability issues of a restaurant system. HTA is defined as:  

“A hierarchical task analysis provides an understanding of the tasks users need to 

perform to achieve certain goals,” [34].  

In HTA, the high-level task (associated with user goal) is first identified, then it is 

subsequently broken down into more specific tasks to help users achieve their goals. An 

example of HTA model is shown in Figure 2.7. It depicts a high-level task as of making tea, 

then breaking it down to a series of preparation tasks to fulfil this goal.  HTA is helpful in 

UI design because it allows designers to explore different possible paths that lead to 

completion of the task. Eventually, optimization of user interaction can be achieved.[34].  

 

Figure 2.7: Hierarchical task analysis of tea making [35].  
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2.4.2 Designing Mobile Friendly Websites 

The next concern of UI design is designing for mobile friendly websites. A mobile friendly 

website refers to a web UI design that has taken into consideration the limitation of mobile 

device, for example, screen resolution. Many websites failed to achieve this despite statistics 

[36, 37] clearly indicated mobile device has penetrated large populations and more people 

will use mobile devices as a primary medium to access online content. The common usability 

issue of these web applications is they do not scale well in mobile device [38].  

Generally, there are two strategies to enhance web application support for mobile devices 

[38]. The first strategy is to separate mobile web sites from default web sites. If a web server 

detects access coming from a mobile client, it will redirect the client to the mobile pages 

(URL usually start with “m.”). This approach has suffered from several criticisms and one 

of which is the additional effort to maintain several sites with duplicated content. Besides, 

redirecting is expensive because it introduces additional server request and overhead [40]. 

 

Figure 2.8: Example of responsive web design [41]. 

The next approach to this problem is Responsive Web Design. Responsive Web Design has 

gained momentum since the introduction of HTML5. With the help of the Cascading Style 

Sheet (CSS) – a HTML formatting framework, it is possible to design a web UI that will 

adapt to various screen resolution sizes. It scales down or hides certain UI contents to 

improve presentation on mobile browsers as shown in Figure 2.8. While this approach 

reduces significant efforts of maintaining redundant sites, it also increases the burden of 
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mobile web browser. As specified by [38], less visible content does not imply less content 

has been downloaded.  

Recent web application developments lean towards the responsive design approach. This 

mainly because it has received increasing support from JavaScript web frameworks such as 

Bootstrap [42], JQuery UI [43] and Less Framework [44]. These frameworks adopt a fluent 

grid concept to layout contents on different screen resolutions. In fact, this project favours 

this approach because it requires smaller overheads to maintain separate sites and possible 

to achieve maximum reusability. 

2.5 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter has covered the background of the research domain and cast it in a wider context. 

It considered sub-topics that align to the project interest. By covering these topics, the reader 

should able to understand better the concepts and terminologies that will be used in later 

sections. However, these topics introduce their concepts from high-level viewpoint. The 

project will further investigate some of their subdomains, including techniques and tools, in 

other chapters.  

The next chapter documents requirement gathering and project management techniques, 

marking the start of software development life cycle. 
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Chapter 3.  Requirement 

This chapter investigates the necessary requirements of the project based on an 

understanding and analysis of the needs of system users. It first introduces the process of 

Requirement Engineering in WCRS. The techniques utilised to gather and analyse 

requirements are discussed which then leads to documents on functional and non-functional 

requirements. These requirements are then translated into informative models to assist 

decision-making and problem understanding in the Requirement Modelling phase. Finally, 

the chapter reviews several techniques to manage software development activities that could 

help to realise these requirements. 

3.1 Requirement Engineering 

The first step of the project is to understand user (and indeed stakeholders) requirements for 

building WCRS. Requirements of a system can be defined as descriptions of what services 

it could provide and the constraints on its operation [22]. These requirements directly address 

user needs in term of using the system to achieve their business operation – or process. In 

WCRS, business operations are rather obvious to those in the restaurant business – as 

specified in §1.1. 

The process of understanding requirements, known as Requirement Engineering, involves a 

broad spectrum of processes, tasks and techniques to collect, analyse, document, and verify 

the requirements [22, 23]. Requirements Engineering is capable of bridging the gap between 

analysis and design of system as the output of such processes could serve as input to 

modelling design of systems. It starts with gathering user requirements, then performs 

analysis on the gathered requirement, and finally documents them in an appropriate format.   

Following sections will cover the understanding and application of techniques that would 

help to formulate user requirement. 

3.1.1 Requirement Elicitation 

Requirement elicitation are concerns with identifying problems to be solved, what the user 

(or stakeholders) are trying to accomplish with the system, and how the system addresses 

the business need [23]. The process begins by understanding and analysing the restaurant 
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business problems (see Appendix B). Business analysis often reviews that people within an 

organization would have different needs (or opinions) and views concerned with the overall 

requirements of the system. They are stakeholders who either directly interact with or are 

indirectly affected by the system requirements. Hence, the focuses of requirement elicitation 

in WCRS are to analyse the stakeholders’ roles and how the operations that they performing 

– affects the system; and hence must be specified in the requirements. 

3.1.1.1 Stakeholder Analysis 

Stakeholders are of primary importance to any project due to enormous project resource that  

has been invested to know exactly what the user wants [45]. If stakeholders are approached 

earlier in the project, it is easier to communicate their requirement and work out their high 

priority concerns. The initial step to discover stakeholders requirements would be via 

Stakeholder Analysis [45]. Stakeholder Analysis views a system as “a complex set of 

interacting elements which working together to satisfy needs or objectives” [45]. The idea is 

to discover how, when and where stakeholders are involved in the process. As for WCRS, 

the different levels of stakeholders’ involvement in the system can be viewed from a 

stakeholder analysis depicted in Figure 3.1. 

The analysis process starts by identifying the first group of people who form part of the 

system (i.e. in a hierarchical manner) – namely the operators. In WCRS, they are referred to 

Waiter, Cashier, Host and Chef. They undertake specific tasks to achieve their operational 

goals and the system cannot operate without them. Following this, stakeholder analysis 

continues to discover the next group of stakeholders (in the hierarchy), usually beneficiary 

of the first group. The manager may be viewed as a direct functional beneficiary – who relies 

on staff to operate the restaurant. In additions, the manager needs to purchase ingredients for 

restaurant at the appropriate time, amounts, and price; hence, there is necessity to establish 

long-term relationships with supplier for stable material supply. Finally, the customer who 

is paying for services provided by restaurant is the another functional beneficiary of the 

system. In reality, it is possible for a single stakeholder to perform combined roles of other 

stakeholders. For instance, the manager sometime take over the role of cashier and host in 

certain restaurant.   
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Figure 3.1: Shareholder Analysis of WCRS. 

3.1.1.2 Identifying Stakeholder Operations 

After the initial analysis of stakeholders as shown in Figure 3.1, the next step is to understand 

the responsibilities of stakeholders. Table 3.1 depicts an overview of stakeholder involved 

in the restaurants operations. It states the responsibilities and operations of each stakeholder. 

Although it shows clear segregation of Waiter, Cashier and Host roles, their positions often 

overlap in reality and can be referred to merely Waiter in general. However, precisely 

identify the operations involved in each distinct roles is a prerequisite for detailed task 

analysis in design phases. This table will serve as foundation for consideration of required 

system features to support stakeholder responsibility. The functions that support their 

operations usually are requirements of the system, except Customer and Supplier who do 

not directly interact with the system – they are considered external actors. 
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Table 3.1: Stakeholder and Roles in Restaurant Operation. 

Roles Responsibilities Operation Goals 

Waiter/Waitress 

 

Responsible for servicing 

customers at restaurant dining 

hall. They gather order 

information from customers 

and serve cooked food dishes 

to customer table.  

i) Present menu to customer for 

order;  

ii) Collect order information 

from customer; 

iii) Submit orders to kitchen; and 

iv) Answer customer enquiries 

about order status.  

Cashier Prepare bill and collect 

payment from customer. They 

ensure transactions occur and 

recorded correctly.  

i) Calculate amount to be paid 

for order; 

ii) Prepare bill for customer; and 

iii) Collect payment and record 

transaction 

Host/Hostess 

(Maitre D') 

Ensure fine dining experience 

and smooth customer 

communication. They manage 

table allocation and reservation 

list.  

i) Make reservation for table on 

request of customer 

ii) Manage table allocation based 

on reservation list 

Chef Prepare food dishes based on 

customer order. They also 

create recipe and track usage 

of kitchen materials. 

i) View order information;  

ii) Update order status after cook 

dishes; 

iii) Design and create recipe; 

iv) Keep track of inventory 

status; and 

v) Assist manager in ordering 

ingredient. 

Manager Oversee restaurant operations.  

They ensure sufficient 

resources such as food 

materials and staff to operate 

the restaurant. They also plan 

menu and promotion for 

restaurant.  

i) Manage staff information; 

ii) Order material from external 

suppliers; 

iii) Generate and view report of 

restaurant operation; and 

iv) Maintain menu information.  

Supplier Supply food materials to the 

restaurant. They receive 

purchase orders and deliver 

them periodically.   

i) Receive purchase order for 

material from restaurant; and 

ii) Supply ingredients to the 

restaurant.  
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Customer Visit restaurant for food and 

dining experience. They are 

main source of income for 

restaurant.   

i) Ask for menu information; 

ii) Order food item based on 

provided menu; and 

iii) Make reservation for table. 

 

3.1.2 Requirement Analysis 

It is important to gain insight in to what kind of system should be implemented and the level 

of change that may affect organization before determining which requirements are 

appropriate for a given system [25]. Hence, the steps taken after gathering the initial 

requirement involve performing an analysis on information obtained. Some of the basic 

techniques that could be applied during this process as discussed by [22] and are described 

in the following: 

 Classification and organization of requirements, involves grouping related 

requirements and organizes into logical clusters or modules. Using model of system 

architecture is a common way to discover possible modules (sub-system) and 

associate related requirements to them.  

 Prioritization and negotiations, involves prioritization requirements resolve 

conflicting requirements through negotiation with stakeholder. The concern is to 

achieve a set of agreed requirements that considered views of stakeholder involved.   

Additionally, [25] stated that analysis process may also involves business perspective such 

as business process automation, business process improvement and business process 

reengineering. Business process may not too be the focus of this report, but possible 

improvement and automation should be considered as system requirements. 

3.1.2.1 Requirement Classification and Organization 

As specified above, organizing requirements involves grouping requirement into related 

logical clusters to identify their relationship and dependency. Requirements may be vague 

at this stage because they are stated in the form of stakeholder’s operational goals. 

Nevertheless, they could be translated into sets of required system functions. As for the 

complex software system, grouping related system functions often leads to a modularity 

view. Adopting modularity views in software architecture allows developers to have clear 

segregation of each subsystem concern and their relationships.  
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The result of grouping requirements based on system functions is shown in Table 3.2. Each 

grouping is given a module naming.  Additionally, it relates the operators (stakeholders) 

operation goals specified in Table 3.1 to system functions. The last concern in the table is 

the dependencies of each module, serving as important criteria when prioritizing the 

requirements in the next section. 

Table 3.2:  Requirements Grouping for WCRS. 

Logical 

Grouping 

System Functions Operators  Dependencies 

Recipe Module i) Create and manage of recipe 

collection  

ii) Consider required amount of 

materials to cook recipe 

iii) Calculate recipe costing 

Chef, 

Manager 

Inventory 

Module 

Menu Module i) Create and manage menu plans 

for customer selection 

ii) View menu item 

Chef, 

Waiter, 

Manager 

Recipe 

Module 

Order Module i) Submit order for customer 

ii) Visualize of order items for 

kitchen interaction 

iii) Manage order status 

Waiter, 

Chef, 

Cashier 

Menu, Table 

Module 

Payment Module i) Compute payment amount for 

order 

ii) Print bills for payable order  

iii) Collect payment and record 

transaction details 

Cashier Order, Table, 

Menu Module 

Table Module i) Create and manage reservation 

list for table 

ii) Provide updated table status  

Host - 

Management 

Module 

i) Record and maintain employee 

information 

ii) Control and maintain employee 

privileges level  

iii) Product report for sales and 

orders 

iv) Produce report for material 

usages 

Manager Order, 

Payment 

Module 

Inventory 

Module 

i) Record and trace material 

inventory level 

ii) Plan material resupply and 

purchasing 

Chef, 

Manager 

- 
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3.1.2.2 Prioritizing Requirement 

Prioritizing requirement involves ranking requirements by weighting the characteristic of 

requirements in terms of user needs and dependencies. High priority requirements should be 

addressed first because other requirements often depend on them. These requirements would 

also fulfil basic operation goals of stakeholders. Prioritizing requirement is an activity in XP 

according to the principle of incremental planning [22]. Requirements can be changed 

depending on the time available and their relative priority. 

Based on module dependencies shown in Table 3.2, Recipe, Menu and Order modules are 

depended by most modules. Hence, they should have higher priority compare with other 

modules. However, each requirement maybe further broken down into sub-requirements for 

enhanced usability or improved workflow. They may not be essential to basic operations and 

thus would subject to lower priority.  In brief, priority of requirements is concerned with 

balancing dependencies and user needs.  

Table 3.3 depicts a method of prioritizing requirements in the format of features lists. It 

provides initial abstraction on the important requirements, followed by optional features. 

The list will require its priority to be further elaborated during requirement specification to 

achieve optimum ranking. This is described in the functional and non-functional requirement 

sections. 

Table 3.3: Features List of WCRS. 

Important Features 

 Creation and management of recipe collection; 

 Creation and management of menu; 

 Submission and management of order; 

 Mean to interact with pending orders in kitchen; 

 Order processing and notification order status on cooking completion; 

 Payment computation for order; 

 Generation of bill and associated VAT; 

 Mean to collect and store payment transaction details; 

 Material inventory level monitoring; 

 Recording and maintaining employee information;  

 Employee login and privileges level control; and 

 Reporting of sales and orders  
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Optional Features 

 Mean to attach and store recipe photo; 

 Creation of composite menu item; 

 Adjustment of Menu available time; 

 Mean to attach remark to order; 

 Mechanism for cancelation and changing order; 

 Processing order for dine-in and take away order; 

 Mean to view and search order history; 

 Reporting on materials usage;  

 Creation and management of reservation; and 

 Materials resupply planning. 

 

3.1.3 Requirement Specification 

Requirement specification aims to define requirements in clear and unambiguous language 

based on requirement identified during requirement elicitation and requirement analysis. 

The requirements are evolved over time and become more accurately reflect the needs of the 

stakeholders. The next steps are to document these requirements and treat them as ultimate 

references of domain knowledge and business rules. Documenting requirements can be 

challenging, and it is aligned to the fact that the software industry appeared to use the term 

“requirement” inconsistently [22]. Requirement could be a high-level abstract description of 

system provided services, or comprehensive formal definition of system functional units. 

Given the vast difference of stakeholder’s perspectives and interests about the best way of 

specifying requirements, a further investigation into approaches of documenting 

requirements is necessary.  

Requirement documents – known as software requirement specifications (SRS), contain 

important statements describing the software product to be built. The level of details may 

vary depending on the type of developing system. Safety critical and complex systems often 

require detailed description of constraints or essential domain knowledge. On the other hand, 

requirements for commercial software are often changing and become out-of-date quickly. 

It appears that use case and story card from agile development methods are more flexible in 

capturing business requirements. Based on [46] suggestion, the agile approaches in 

documenting requirement are: 
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1. Focus on software, not documentation. Create it only if it is essential to the work 

effort; 

2. Keep it simple. Create the most minimalist version of each artefact and use simple 

tools such as index cards 

3. Proceed iteratively. Start by identifying a high-level model and gather the details as 

the work proceeds; and 

4. Work as Team. Close collaboration could improve communication thus reduce need 

for documentation.  

Following on from this, the next steps are looking at two major categories of requirements: 

functional requirements and non-functional requirements. 

3.1.3.1 Functional Requirement (FR) 

Functional requirements describe the features that the system has to provide. It often 

describes the expected features the user can utilize to perform their task. It may cover certain 

business processes and procedures that the software must follow and perform to achieve user 

goals – sometimes termed business logic. Thus, FRs are often associated with desired 

behaviour characteristics of developing software to produce the expected result. The primary 

FRs of the WCRS are to support or assist restaurant workers in the process or management 

of the food-ordering workflow. However, the granularity of the requirements may grow 

quickly as more understanding of requirements derived from Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. 

Functional requirements of WCRS are listed in Appendix C. Some of the scenarios of the 

requirements are defined clearer in use cases §3.2.2. 

3.1.3.2 Non-Functional Requirement (NFR) 

Non-functional requirements refer to characteristics and constraints with which the system 

must comply. It concerned with quality aspects of software system and good user experience 

such as performance, security, availability. Unlike FR, NFR does not usually related to 

functionality that yields operation results directly. However, NFR do affect the experience 

or result quality when the user using the system. This is pointed out by [22] that:  

 “NFR may affect the overall architecture of a system rather than the individual 

components.” 
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The author further claimed that NFR might also generate FR given that the example of 

implementing Security features could introduce new system services. There are several 

concerns with respect to NFR in WCRS, especially usability – or usability analysis. Users 

should feel comfortably navigating the system using mobile devices. The user interface 

should provide clear indication of navigation path, and the menu, colour and layout should 

look consistent to the users. Security is also a major consideration when developing the 

system. Access control should be implemented to prevent destructive actions. The list of 

NFR is tabulated in Appendix D.  

3.2 Requirement Modelling 

In order to understand the system to be built, developers create model(s) to identify important 

ideas and decisions. There are two types of models that could be created during the software 

engineering process:  

i) Requirement models – known as analysis models, represent requirements in 

terms of informational, functional and behaviour [23]. Requirement modelling 

explores analysis models to help developers understand the requirements in an 

intuitive way. These are important tools to prompt user feedback and “provide a 

means for assessing quality once the software is built” [23].  

ii) Design models represent software characteristics that inform developers about 

how the software should be built.  

The following sections will cover requirement models for WCRS while design models are 

discussed in the §4.3.       

3.2.1 Context Model 

During the initial phases of modelling requirements, developers must first understand the 

context where the system operates in a specific environment. The context model captures 

this perspective to allow decisions on project scope to be made by the stakeholders. The 

context model also shows system dependencies to its interacting environment.  The external 

dependencies could be another automated system, manual processes, and functional 

peripheral or actors.  They might produce data for system usage or consume the output of 

the system.   
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Figure 3.2: Context Diagram for WCRS. 

Context Diagram (CD) which depicts overview of system working environment [47] is one 

of the techniques utilised to model the system context.  It shows system interaction with 

external entities and is used to identify information and control flows among these 

interactions [48]. The two fundamental components [47] in CD  are actor and message. Actor 

represents the external entities with which the system interacts. It refers to a particular user’s 
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role who uses the system to perform task or external systems that are required by system to 

provide functionalities. Message encapsulates information flow and controls as part of 

connection between system and actors. Each connection is labelled with information or 

particular functions that flow between actors and system. These connections provide insight 

into possible events that the system must response if the message is a particular type of 

command. For instance, the system will send notification to kitchen when Waiter submitted 

order information. A typical message will contain two essential properties: data content and 

arrival pattern. Data content depicts the information that the message carry while arrival 

pattern describes the nature of message occurrence (e.g. periodically or asynchronous) and 

possible events that trigger its occurrence [47].  

Figure 3.2 shows the CD for WCRS. The list of actors is identical to the stakeholders 

described in section 3.1.2.1 – as they are the primary operators of the system. The CD also 

included external actors that the system was interacting with, such as Database. The message 

flows show typical information used in a restaurant environment. An example detailed 

description of the message is listed in Table 3.4 and the remainder listed in Appendix E. 

Table 3.4: Example description of Order Information message. 

Message : Order Information 

Data Content Contains order item associated with selected recipe information 

and their quantities. 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when waiter submit order based on 

customer request. 

Employing CD allows a clear understanding of system dependencies and system scope. 

Besides, explicit labelling information flow among system and external actors provides 

initial concept of data structure and process sequence. These ideas will then contribute to 

design analysis and system architecture. 

3.2.2 Use Case Model 

Use case modelling is one of the commonly applied modelling techniques in requirement 

modelling. Its primary use is to capture interactions between users with the system. 

Interactions that occur within a system could be user interactions such as input gesture, 

communication with external systems, or collaboration between components of the system 

[22]. Knowing users’ preferred ways to interact with the system also allows developers to 

capture precise requirements and build a more usable system. 
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Use cases are simple descriptions of system features from the point of view of users. Use 

cases also capture scenarios of what the user could perform with the system and the expected 

response from system. Nevertheless, a use case is often used to capture functional 

requirements of the system [49] and generally are inappropriate for non-functional 

requirement [23]. Use case modelling involves two major artefacts: use case diagram and 

use case description.  

Use case diagram is a simple representation of what functions the system allows actors to 

perform. It provides a high-level view of the relationship between actors and functionalities. 

Figure 3.3 illustrated the use case diagram for WCRS. Each use case is represented as an 

oval shape and each actor is represented as stick figure. An actor could provide input and 

receive output from associated use cases and these associations are depicted by line. The 

diagram shows all the actors that interact directly with the system features. This diagram 

inherited most of the information from Table 3.2.  

Table 3.5: Example Use Case description for Manage recipe collection. 

 Use Case: Manage recipe collection  

Description  User intended to create, update or delete recipes 

Actors Chef 

Scenario The use case starts when user elects to manage recipe collections from 

command menu.  The system will present a collection of recipes. The 

user then can elect create update or delete actions. Create and Update 

recipe will prompt user to input the details. Delete action will remove 

the recipes from database. After selected action is completed, the user 

confirms to persist the result. 

Use case diagram shows only a small amount of detail about the functionalities and their 

flows. Therefore, use case descriptions are required to provide in-depth information to 

understand what is involved. [22] stated that they could be simple textual descriptions, a 

tabular and structured description, or a sequence diagram. Table 3.5 shows a simple tabular 

format that was employed to describe the use case of manage recipe collection.  It abstracts 

the interaction details in the scenario and intentionally avoids premature decisions such as 

UI element design. The rest of the use case descriptions can be found in Appendix F. 

In summary, modelling interactions in WCRS are fundamental steps to explore essential 

features required to achieve user objectives.  This is particularly useful for grouping related 

features belonging to an actor role. 
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Figure 3.3: Use Case Diagram for WCRS. 
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3.3 Managing Software Development Activities 

Based on the requirements discussed in previous sections, the project needs to formulate a 

project plan or sets of development activities derived from software engineering 

methodologies. As discussed in §2.3.4, the XP process (agile method) will be adopted as the 

software process model for the project. The important concern of adopting software process 

model is not strictly follow every principles and steps – but to use it as guiding principles. 

This section intended to cover some methods that could be used to improve traceability of 

project activities to requirements. It involves structuring tasks to be performed (i.e. software 

process model) and consideration of significant milestones. 

3.3.1 Small Iteration or Releases 

The development activities could be easily organized based on the system modules and 

features (refer §3.1.2.1). Each modules depicts a major release of the software features that 

are then verified against a sub-set of the requirements. It is important to note there are various 

dependencies between these modules; some lightweight tasks such as defining interfaces for 

other modules took precedence to enable development smoothness. At the end of each 

iteration, there are possible chances to re-evaluate requirements and adjust the plans – once 

each is: evaluated, tested, and validated against requirements. Each version of release 

prototype will be traceable to a FR or NFR (see Appendix M). This ensures high priority 

works are focused on first. 

3.3.2 Project management: Gantt chart 

A Gantt chart presents a series of tasks and their associated period in multiple bars spawning 

across the entire lifecycle of the project. Each task should have a clear timeframe and due 

dates as well as proper indications of its dependency. The chart includes a list of significant 

milestones. A milestone is defined as a “significant event in the course of a project that is 

used to give visibility of progress in terms of achievement of predefined milestone goals” 

[50]. It is used to measure and access the project success in meeting the deadline of original 

planning.  The full chart of the project can be viewed at Appendix G. 
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3.3.3 Project management: Kanban 

A Kanban [51] are useful project management techniques to provide timely feedback on the 

project progress – which is far more dynamic and interactive that a Gantt chart. It is a table 

which nominally drawn on a white board with several columns indicating the status of tasks 

before it is considered completed. Development activities often subject to various changes, 

for instances, a new techniques discovered during research would likely introduce new tasks. 

Besides, multiple related tasks may be performed simultaneously and sequential listing of 

these activities could be difficult. Hence, A Kanban is used to track high granularity tasks 

that can be derived from Gantt chart activities. 

Figure 3.4 shows how tasks are managed using a Kanban during the project – the picture 

taken from the author’s project logbook. The sticky notes with task information are moved 

to the left as they progress through: draft, check and done phases. They are removed from 

the project logbook and achieved when no longer required. 

 

Figure 3.4: Kanban in project logbook. 
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3.4 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter covered requirement: theory, understanding and software development methods 

that could be used to manage requirements – and as stated some were utilised. Based on the 

identified requirements, the author can estimate the scope of the system and formulate an 

expectation of the final product. The requirements once analysed show that the system 

required considerable effort and time to be a fully functional artefact and to meet all 

requirements. Thus, the high priority requirements were given focus and designed, 

implemented and tested first whereas low priority requirement – those that were not fulfilled 

due to time constraint will be discussed in the conclusion chapter. Following this, the chapter 

also discussed the theory behind managing software development activities and project 

planning which are key considerations to enable requirements to be compiled and then built. 

Usage of effective methods has helped the developer to achieve maximum output from the 

development activities. 

The next chapter covers the design concepts and techniques of the project. It describes the 

process of solving requirements with logical and rational thoughts. 
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Chapter 4.  Design 

Once the requirements of the project are established, the design phase will be followed. The 

design phase is intended to transform the requirements into conceptual solutions that could 

set a baseline for software implementation. This chapter intends to identify the design needs, 

investigate the relevant techniques and propose design solutions. It starts by identifying the 

design principles of agile development and taking them into heart of design activity. The 

project will then establish a high-level vision of the developing system through architectural 

design. It moves on to system modelling to create design models to understand 

characteristics and constraints of the system. Finally, the appropriate user interface design 

techniques are discussed.  

4.1 Software Design 

Software design comprises a set of principles, concepts and practises to build high quality 

system. It is intended to form a solution by appropriate consideration of requirements and 

technical issues [23]. Software design can be defined as: 

“Software design is a systematic, intelligent process in which designers generate, 

evaluate, and specify concepts for a software system whose structure and function 

achieve clients’ objectives or users’ needs while satisfying a specified set of 

constraints,” [52]. 

Further, [53] gives another view that describes the design space as focused on  attaining the 

stakeholders goals by adapting inner environments (means) to the outer environments (tasks). 

The outer environments refers to requirements, goals and need; while inner requirements is 

the set of software, languages, components and tools used to build software (see Figure 4.1). 

Software design may have broad spectrum of meanings and objectives based definitions 

above. Nevertheless, the primary goal of the design process in WCRS is to develop concepts 

and ideas that could answers our research questions while satisfying project requirements. 

There are four key considerations when performing design activities: 

 Manage problem complexity through separation of concerns;  

 Produce abstract representation of design decision; 

 Provide unambiguous meaning to the concepts and terms used in the design models; 

and 
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 Establish guided paths to achieve specific end-user task. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: The continuing place of design, [53].  

4.1.1 Design Process in Agile Development 

Design process in traditional software development follows a series of planned design 

activities or steps, or phases which produces design models that become guidelines to the 

developers – for the implementation phase. However, this can conflict with agile methods, 

as if considering an interesting fact: 

“…agile practitioners believe that design is not only highly iterative, but emergent, 

and models often lie. Thus, only coding, running tests, and refactoring the code reveal 

the truth about a design,” [53].  

In order to understand this conflict, [54] explained two styles of design in software 

development, namely:  i) planned design; and ii) evolutionary design.  

Evolutionary design means the design for a particular system grows as the system is being 

developed. However, evolutionary design is a disaster in common usages because [54]: 

 Aggregate of ad-hoc tactical decisions lead to code base that hard to change; 

 It leads to poor design when ability to make changes deteriorates; and 

 Bugs become exponentially expensive to fix. 

In contrast, planned design is closer to the engineering metaphor – where designer produces 

blueprint that consists of fundamental rules and structures to build the software. This design 
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style had been applied widely in early software development, yet it has several drawbacks 

[54]:  

 Impossible to think through all the issues and new questions that emerge during 

programming; 

 Technology changes rapidly and initial design concept may not match with the latest 

tools and materials; and 

 It deals poorly with unforeseen changes of requirements. 

The conflict of planned design and evolutionary design is widely known as “code is my 

design” versus “big design upfront” [53]. Nevertheless, both design styles may not be ideal 

to software development due to their problems mentioned above. This was until the emerge 

of Agile methods such as XP – that enabled evolutionary design by adopting set of principles 

to address changes and effects of changes in design. [54] pointed out that the core of enabling 

principles of XP are testing and continuous integration. Testing ensures that design decisions 

and changes are safety verified while continuous integration is essential to keep team in sync 

and not worry about new changes will break existing system. In addition to this, [46] 

described that models reach their point of maximal value when they are barely good enough, 

as shown in Figure 4.2. This again argues that design does not necessary needs every details 

been planned. 

 

Figure 4.2: The value of modelling [46]. 
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Design process in WCRS attempts to embrace changes with agile methods while encourage 

important design decisions that could be done with planned modelling. It needs to be aligned 

to several principles of Agile Modelling introduced by [46]. They are described as following: 

 Model with a purpose. It is important to know the purposes and for which stakeholder 

a particular model was intended when creating a model. The model is intended to 

keep the developer focus on solving particular problems rather than figuring out 

whether it is sufficiently detailed and accurate. 

 Incremental changes. Models do not need and are unlikely to meet all needs when 

they are first implemented. Modelling should start from high-level details and evolve 

over time in an incremental manner. The model should contain just enough details to 

solve current goals and may require refactoring.  

 Assume simplicity. Modelling should assume the simplest solutions are the best 

solutions and hence avoid unnecessary efforts spent on features that users do not need 

or optimizations that are not necessary – or focus on issues that may take long to 

materialize and are not essential. This is highlighted in the quotations: "Do the 

Simplest Thing that Could Possibly Work" and "You Aren't Going to Need It" which 

are manifestation of Simple Design principle in XP [54]. 

 Working software is your primary goal. The main objective in software development 

is to produce high quality software. Every documentation, artefact or model that does 

not directly contribute to this goal should be questioned and avoided if it cannot be 

justified.  

4.2 Architecture Design 

The design process in WCRS started with an initial architecture design. The architecture of 

software system is described by TOGAF as: 

 “1) A formal description of a system, or a detailed plan of the system at component 

level to guide its implementation; and 2) The structure of components, their inter-

relationships, and the principles and guidelines governing their design and evolution 

over time,” [55]. 

It acts as the important entry point to the design process in software development. [46] 

described this step as “architecture envisioning” and considers it particularly important in 

scaling software development as it gradually become large and complex. As the project 
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progresses through the various decision-makings, it needs to be well-established architecture 

that acts as a baseline to such activities. Thus, it is concern about the evolution of the system 

as specified by the second meaning in TOGAF. 

Architecture design is also connected to design goal of achieving separation of concern by 

the decomposition of functional elements into different subgroups. The mechanism of 

decomposition (or division) will affect every functional modules including the structural 

definition and their interaction. Thus, the architecture should be planned carefully to ensure 

that the system and its sub-modules align to the project objectives. This is again linked to 

the first meaning in the TOGAF definition.  

The next sections will explain two key design decisions in architecture design: software 

architecture and physical architecture (deployment). 

4.2.1 Software Architecture 

As one of the major concerns in software engineering, the term software architecture could 

be understood through various definitions. [56] defined it as:  

“The process of defining a structured solution that meets all of the technical and 

operational requirements, while optimizing common quality attributes such as 

performance, security and manageability,” [56]. 

In addition, [57] defined software architecture by highlighting its important elements, listed 

as: 

“1) Highest level breakdown of a system into part; 2) Decisions that are hard to 

change; 3) There are multiple architecture in a system; and 4) What is architecturally 

significant is one that can change over a system’s lifetime.,”  [57]. 

These definitions mean that the software architecture phase represents the important design 

decision phase required to build a stable and scalable system.  This is crucial for a successful 

system because it helps to address the quality and risk factors aligned to the project. 

Moreover, design concerns such as selection of algorithm(s), business logics and data 

structures often overlap with architecture decisions. Thus, the vision of architecture needs to 

be established to provide direction of development style. 

This project is developing a web application; hence, the following sections will explore 

several software architecture styles for web application. 
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4.2.1.1 Client-Server Architecture 

The most common architecture style for a distributed system such as web application is the 

conventional client-server architecture. It divides the system into server components that 

offer services and client components that provide user interface to consume the services 

through connected networks. The server could serve request from multiple clients. This 

architecture style is also known as 2-tier architecture [56].  

Clients are often represented by range of applications with GUI to capture user inputs and 

transform them into requests to the server. The server contains data storage to collect, modify 

and distribute data. Client could be either a thin client if application processing logic is 

located at server side or a fat client if it is embedded with client application (see Figure 4.3). 

However, this architecture style lacks scalability because both the client and the server have 

limited resources. Reusing the application logic for different modules is also increasingly 

complex as systems expand due to their tight coupling between either data tier or 

presentation logic. In addition, it is difficult to maintain because it is hard to distribute new 

changes to system users.  

4.2.1.2 N-tier and Layered Architectural Style 

The N-tier (multi-tier) or most popular 3-tier architecture style addresses conventional 2-tier 

architecture issues by placing the application logic at an additional tier (see Figure 4.4). 

Layered architecture shares the common goal with multi-tier architecture style – separation 

of functionalities into segments to improve scalability and maintainability. N-tier 

architecture is often used together with layered architecture style and they addressing 

following concerns: 

i) Presentation logic (user interface); 

ii) Business and application logic (domain process); and 

iii) Data accessing logic (database communication). 

The presentation tier is at the top most level of the system and exposes visual representation 

to allow users to interact with the system. It gathers the user intention in the form of 

commands and inputs and forwards them to the business tier. The business tier is responsible 

for processing data between presentation and data tier. It contains important application logic 

performs calculations, evaluation and makes logical decisions. The result of the logic 

execution will either become responses to the presentation tier request or forwarding to data 

tier for persistent.  At the bottom, the data tier handles create, update, read, and delete 
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(CRUD) operations for the data sources. It contains various information to form appropriate 

queries for data retrieval. In an OO environment, it also in charge of handle mapping between 

information from data source to domain entity. 

 

Figure 4.3: 2-Tier Architecture (Client/Server), [58]. 

 

Figure 4.4: 3-Tier Architecture [58]. 

Based on the explanation by [56], the layered architecture style focusses on grouping related 

functionality into distinct layers and stacked vertically.  Layered architecture model system 

structures in layers and each layer will have a collection of functions with similar concerns. 

Each layer can grow independently due to its loose coupling to upper and bottom layer.  

In theory, multi-tiered and layered architecture styles have a number of similarities. 

However, layered architecture has adopted OO design concepts into its core principles. Each 
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layer promotes abstraction and encapsulation by providing just enough details to the 

dependant. It should also have high cohesion and clearly defined responsibility for 

maximized reuse. In contrast, multi-tiered architecture styles are concerned with the 

deployment of each segments into distributed environment, as discussed in §4.2.2.  

4.2.1.3 Software Architecture of WCRS 

WCRS will employ a 3-tier (layers) software architecture that is commonly adopted by web 

applications as shown in Figure 4.5. As discussed in the previous section, N-tier architecture 

enables separation of concerns and simultaneously promotes scalability and loose coupling 

among interaction objects. The responsibility of each layers and its contents are described in 

the following paragraphs.  

Data Access Layer

EntityConfiguration DatabaseContext

Database

Business Logic Layer

Domain Services Domain Entities

Presentation Layer

ControllersViewsScripts

 

Figure 4.5: Overview of Multi-tier Software Architecture in WRCS. 

Presentation in WCRS remains a major concern and aims to provide comfortable user 

experiences to users. As this is a web application, HTML, JavaScript and CSS will construct 

the UIs of WCRS. The Presentation Layer (PL) is responsible for mapping the information 
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collected from domain entity to the UI element in HTML. In addition to this, it handles 

certain UI transitions on the client side to allow the application more responsive to user 

gestures. It is also important to ensure the presentation logic decouples from the business 

process logic. Separated presentation patterns such as Model-View-Controller (MVC)  and 

Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) will be utilized to manage communication between the 

presentation components [56]. These are discussed in details and with the framework used 

to implement them in §5.3.3.  

The Business Logic Layer (BLL) in WCRS is a middleware layer that provides the services 

of business functionality (e.g. manage order services) for PL. It encapsulates different 

computational logic, such as calculating order total amount or workflow logic, such as 

updating a menu plan within each domain services. It also contains important business 

entities that serve as basic data structures to carry and process information. This layer 

employs an OO design and analysis approach to address the structural and behavioural 

aspects of the application.  

The Data Access Layer (DAL) mainly handles communication between the applications with 

the data sources. Its responsibilities include establishing necessary connections to the data 

source and construct necessary queries to retrieve and persist data. The database context will 

take care of the life cycle of database connections while entity configuration will adjust 

database schema on when the entity structures change. The design of this layer is mainly 

concerned with data structure and data storage methods.  

4.2.2 Physical System Architecture 

Once the software architecture is established, the next step is to consider a deployment 

scenario and the infrastructure of system. Figure 4.6 depicts the deployment diagram for 

WCRS. It illustrates the components of the system, their intercommunication, and the 

location of where they physically run. When deploying the system, most software packages 

are deployed into Business tier or the web server. However, the web browser of each client 

device will fetch some of HTML views and scripts when connected to the web server. This 

implies presentation components are partially deployed to Presentation tier. In addition to 

that, database schema in DAL will be used to construct the database instance in database 

server of Data tier.  
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Figure 4.6: Deployment diagram of WCRS. 

Figure 4.7 depicts an overview of the physical architecture that will be supported by 

prototype software inspired by [10]. The web application, deployed into the web server, will 

provide centralized access to its services based on the local area network deployed around 

the restaurant. Various types of device such as smartphone, desktop or laptop computer could 

be connected to this network. In addition, a database server will hold the operation data of 

the restaurant. Touchscreen panel or tablet with web browser will be used to enable order 

information sharing in the kitchen.  

With both a vision of software and physical architecture established, the project has set a 

baseline for further design processes.  The next steps will involve producing design models 

to address the design concepts of these architecture’s components.  
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Figure 4.7: Overview of Physical System Architecture of WCRS. 

 

4.3 System Modelling 

System modelling is a process to construct abstracts representations of a system in several 

models, with each models encapsulate different views and analysis perspectives towards the 

system [22]. In fact, it primarily focuses on creating design models as discussed in §3.2. It 

works closely with requirement modelling by transforming requirement analysis result to 

design representation for building software [23]. These models encapsulated requirement 

understanding such as specification of software operational characteristics; software 

interface with other system elements; and constraints that software must meet [22, 23]. Often, 

these design models could easily translated from functional and non-functional requirements 

and via versa. They are used throughout development process and they are commonly used 

for [22]: 
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 Facilitating discussions about existing or proposed systems; 

 Documenting an existing system; and 

 Acting as a detailed system description, which could be used to generate system 

implementation. 

Design models are often represented by different types of graphical notation with additional 

labels to describe their meaning. Depending on the development approach, different types 

of notation could be used to express a particular design. The most notable design notation 

used at present is UML: 

 “a unified modelling language that contains a robust notation for the modelling and 

development of object-oriented (OO) systems,” [23].  

Considering that WCRS is written in OO programming language, UML diagrams are de 

facto artefacts in the analysis and design process. However, this does not cover every 

representation or variant of design concepts (see Figure 4.8). Additional diagrams such as 

Class responsibility-collaborator (CRC) Card and Entity Relation Diagram (ERD) will be 

adopted to express uncovered design concepts. 

To follow the model with a purpose principle, WCRS only employs models that are 

meaningful to the development process. While various types of models existed, modelling 

perspectives that are critical to WCRS are:  

 Behaviour model, describes dynamic behaviour of a system and its response to events;  

 Structural model, describes organization of system structure and how its information 

is been processed; and 

 Data model, describes information that will be persisted and their relationships. 

Each model could employ several possible modelling techniques and artefacts to represent 

its perspectives. The project goal does not exhaustively produce every artefacts of these 

models. It is rather to investigate how some modelling techniques could be applied to achieve 

the design objectives. The models also may not include every fine-grained level of details, 

yet these initial models will continue grow as developer refactors the design of the system. 

4.3.1 Structural Model 

A complex system consists of several sub-components and possibly some external systems. 

Structural model displays the organisation of these components and their relationships. It 

embodies important consideration about entities that will operate within the system. In 
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additions, [25] stated that structural model is to create a vocabulary that can be used by the 

analyst and the users. Things, ideas, or concepts discovered in the problem domain are 

represented as given object types in structural model, including relationships among such 

objects [59]. In fact, this process is also known as domain modelling in OO development. 

Class responsibility-collaborator (CRC) cards and Class Diagram are the two focuses of 

the WCRS structural modelling techniques. 

 

Figure 4.8: UML Diagram Overview [60]. 

CRC card is a collection of standard index cards that have three major sections as specified 

below [23, 59]: 

1) Class, represents a template used to create specific collection of similar objects; 

2) Responsibility, represents anything that a class knows or does as in form of attributes 

or operation; and 

3) Collaborators, represents other interacting classes that are required for obtaining 

necessary information to fulfil responsibility. 
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Class name will present at the top, while responsibilities and collaborators will present at 

left and right panel respectively below it. CRC modelling is good option to explore structure 

and content of a particular class. Experimentally walking through use case with these cards 

could uncover design flaws such as missing properties, coupling and cohesion. Figure 4.9 

show a CRC card for Recipe class. The class knows some information and they are often 

translated into property, while other responsibilities will be become operations. The other 

produced CRC cards can be found at Appendix H. 

Recipe 

Know title 

Know description 

Know price 

Know serving yield 

Know recipe category 

Know menu group 

Associate materials 

used for cooking  

Calculate total cost 

RecipeMaterial 

MenuGroup 

RecipeCategory 

 

 

Figure 4.9: CRC Card for Recipe class. 

The established CRC model will eventually be translated into Class Diagram. The Class 

Diagram is a model that shows attributes and operations of system classes, as well as 

relationships among them. Class Diagram can have two levels of detail: i) analysis class 

diagram and ii) design class diagram. The Analysis Class Diagram is used to understand 

the relationship between domain objects while the Design Class Diagram contains in-depth 

descriptions of object’s attribute and operations. In fact, Analysis Class Diagram is also 

known as domain modelling in OO development. Figure 4.10 shows the domain modelling 

of WCRS. It illustrated the possible elements that will be implemented as actual class. The 

more detailed Design Class Diagram can be found in Appendix I. 
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Figure 4.10: Example Domain Modelling for WCRS. 

 

4.3.2 Behaviour Model 

Behaviour model aims to model the dynamic behaviour during the execution of the system 

[22]. It can used to describe a use case at a specific time and event [23]. Behaviour model is 

particular useful to model a possible business process. The business process can be expressed 

in a series of continuous interacting objects in the system. [22] suggested that there are two 

types of behaviour modelling as shown in Table 4.1. 

The table shows a comparison of two types of approaches in behaviour modelling. It 

describes the purpose of modelling when they should be used and the tools that could help 

during the modelling phase. As a system to support business operations, WCRS is expecting 

various explicit inputs from end users. For instance, when a waiter submits an order for a 

customer, the type of item and its quantity needs to be specified. Hence, data driven 

modelling is adopted because it fits the data processing nature of WCRS. In addition, since 
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the modelling process focuses on OO design, Sequence Diagram is used to model behaviour 

as opposed to DFD that is mostly used in a structured analysis design. 

Table 4.1: Comparison of Behaviour Modelling types [22]. 

 Data driven modelling Event driven modelling 

Purpose Shows the sequence of actions 

involved in processing input data 

and generating an associated output 

Shows how a system responds to 

external and internal events. 

When 

to use 

Useful when used to show entire 

sequence of actions that take place 

from an input being processed to 

the corresponding output 

System has a finite number of states 

and that events (stimuli) may cause a 

transition from one state to another 

Tools Data-flow diagrams (DFD),  

Sequence diagrams 

State diagrams 

Sequence Diagram is one of the UML diagram to model behaviour and interaction between 

objects, including actors. It demonstrates a sequence of interaction activities during a system 

flow. The interaction activities could be a reflection of an explicit sequence of messages that 

have passed between objects [25]. All the objects will be arranged in a parallel line and a 

vertical dotted line indicates its active timeline. [22] specified that not every detailed should 

be included in a Sequence Diagram unless it is used for code generation. The reason being 

it may lead to a lot of premature implementation design. Eventually, it could easily fall into 

entropy of “big design upfront”.  

Figure 4.11 depicts a Sequence Diagram to capture behaviour to submit a new order. It 

consists of high-level view abstraction on the potential classes and messages exchanges 

required to be carried out to submit an order use case scenario. Messages flows will inspires 

operations that need to be implemented for the potential classes. The remaining sequence 

diagrams can be found in Appendix J. 

4.3.3 Data Model 

Data model is concerned with exploring data-oriented structures [59]. It aims to define the 

structure of data objects, their relationships and related information that describe the objects 

and relationships [23]. Data model is important because every application, at a certain point, 

will need to persist its data to certain type of storage. The structure of data, if not carefully 

designed, will affect data retrieval performance. The data model design is closely related 

with the decisions of data structures. Before this process can even begin, the type of data and 
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storage strategy needs to be investigated and carefully selected to accompany the data 

processing need within the system. 

Waiter
Web 

Browser
OrderController OrderServices

request for new order

new order request

MenuServices

get available menu recipes

initialize

initailize

construct order form

show order form

loop

[untill the order can be processed ]

select table

loop

[each order item]

select menu item

specify quantity

specify comment

submit order

send order information

calculate cookable quantity

cookable quantiy for each recipe

save order

show success message

show success message

if

[quantity are sufficient]

else

[quantity are insufficient]
cookable quantity

show error and 

cookable quantity

notify other user

 

Figure 4.11: Sequence Diagram to model submit order behaviour. 
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4.3.3.1 Handling Data in WCRS 

The author has explained the characteristics and content of data that flow through the system 

in different sections in this paper. This issue was initially addressed in Context Diagram (see 

§3.2.1). The Context Diagram let us: the designer (and/or the developer), realise a view of 

input and output data. The views are further developed into more concrete ideas regarding 

inner content of data, through structural models. This section develops the concepts related 

to the explicit data structure concern in this project. 

The first issue, if data structure is concerned and related to this project, that needs to be 

addressed is: persistent or non-persistent. Once the decision of persistent or non-persistent 

has been made, the next issue is whether this data is going to be stored externally or internally 

to the application. This implies an external data store that will need to be selected, designed 

and implemented. In fact, it involves designing different types of data structure. If different 

types of data structures need to be designed, we need to think about different type of physical 

files that need to be processed. Hence, the next decision would be the type of files: whether 

they are simple or complex. If the file is going to be processed implicitly, it could be a text 

file, or comma-separated values (CSV) file. However, if the file required more processing 

and involves complex read-write operation, it will be more appropriate to select a formal 

mark-up file as the data store. This could be a data structure of relational model or hierarchy 

model (e.g. Extensible Mark-up Language). 

Table 4.2 shows the type of data that will be required by the WCRS. The table explain these 

data descriptions, their persistent requirement and processing nature. Application Setting is 

the top level setting that affects the entire behaviour of the system. For instance, the tax rate 

setting will affect every payment received by the system. It hardly changes but often read by 

application for decision-making and computational purpose; hence, it should be persisted 

and allowing user to change it. Next, the Business Entity refers to the object that holds crucial 

information representing a real life entity, e.g. order. This serves as the foundation building 

blocks to construct system functions. It needs to be stored and often involves heavy CRUD 

operations throughout application runtime. Finally, View Data is a model constructed to 

carry relevant information to UI for display purposes. It is often reconstructed using Business 

Entity objects and does not need to be recorded. Once we understood the necessary 

characteristics, the next step would be investigating a data store that could enable effective 

processing of them.  
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Table 4.2: Type of Data in WCRS. 

File Type Description Persistent or Non-

Persistent 

Processing nature 

Application 

Setting 

File contains necessary 

configuration that 

affect application 

behaviour 

Persistent Read intensively 

and Write 

infrequently 

Business Entity  Model that represent a 

real life entity of the 

business domain 

Persistent Read and Write 

intensively 

View Data Model that constructed 

during the execution 

time to display 

necessary information 

to user 

Non-Persistent Read intensively 

 

4.3.3.2 Data Storage 

Data storage is the container resource for data objects. The data structures that will be 

persisted in the system need to be stored with one or more data storage methods. This section 

investigates two main options of data storage and describes the chosen methods for WCRS. 

4.3.3.3 Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) 

RDBMS is data-processing software that employs relational model as its fundamental data 

structures. [61] describes the relational model as following: 

“In the relational model, all data is logically structured within relations (tables). Each 

relation has a name and is made up of named attributes (columns) of data. Each tuple 

(row) contains one value per attribute,” [61].  

It presents the data in tabular form identical to spreadsheet format. The standard language 

used for data manipulation in RDBMS is Structured Query Language (SQL). SQL consists 

of two major components: Data Definition Language (DDL) for defining the data structure 

and controlling access to data; and Data Manipulation Language (DML) for retrieving and 

updating data [61]. SQL can be very powerful depending on the usage. Some applications 

leverage its capability to transfer part of the system computation logic to RDBMS through 

writing stored procedures with SQL [61].  
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RDBMS has become the dominant data storage methods for most software systems today, 

particularly web applications. There are many existing RDBMS solutions; all share similar 

sets of essential data processing functions varying slightly in the provided features. There 

are several mature commercial solutions such as Microsoft SQL Server [62] and Oracle 

Database [63]. Conversely, there are also free open source solutions such as MySQL [64]. 

These have been widely adopted by industry, particularly in small and medium business. 

The advantages of RDBMS are: 

 Support for controlling concurrency and transactional access; 

 Support for security management; 

 Minimal data redundancy; 

 Simple user interface to manage data schema; 

 Ensuring data integrity through constraints; and 

 Fast data retrieval through query optimization. 

4.3.3.4 Extensive Mark-up Language (XML) 

XML is a meta-language that allows designers to define their own customized tags in a 

document. As a type of semi-structured data, XML is designed to be self-descriptive [65], 

readable by both humans and machines. It has a loose restriction of schema, thus allowing it 

to handle data structure that changes rapidly and unpredictably. This is especially true for 

information on the Web, where it requires certain degree of flexibility to accommodate ever-

changing HTML design. The software industry today uses XML as the de facto standard for 

data communication [61]. It has evolved to be the primary medium of data exchange with 

external systems and among businesses.  

Many technologies have built upon XML by a predefined structured format for XML with 

XML Schemas. These schemas lead to standardization of XML format when adopted widely 

by the industry. SOAP6 and RSS7 are some of examples of spin-off technologies based on 

XML. XML also has become popular thanks to a wide range of query languages available, 

including XPath8 and XQuery9. These languages allow manipulation and retrieval of data to 

                                                 

6 Simple Object Access Protocol, an XML-based protocol for applications to exchange data through web. 
7 Really Simple Syndication, a protocol to share site content and headlines with XML. 
8 A query language for finding elements and attributes in XML document. 
9 A query and process language of XML document. 
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become relatively simple. XML could be considered as the data storage if following 

advantages can be utilized: 

 Ability to deal with frequent and unpredictable schema changes;  

 Modelling hierarchy data structure effectively; 

 Minimum data conversion if data is used directly from source; and 

 Support for multiple platforms.  

4.3.3.5 Storage Method Chosen 

The storage method chosen for both persistent files (Application Setting and Business Entity) 

is the RDBMS. The main rationale was the Business Entity – primary data structure of 

WCRS, required extensive cross-referencing. For instance, an order needs to know which 

recipes been selected and the recipes need to know what are the materials that need to be 

consumed. Putting this data into hierarchical models will result into redundant data 

everywhere. RDBMS is also has strong security measures (e.g. access control) and they are 

important for Application Setting, which contains critical data that would affect entire system 

behaviours. 

In addition to that, another key factor that leads to this decision is the existence of Object 

Relational Mapping (ORM) solutions. ORM solution mainly help in converting the 

relational model into interconnected object graph, coined as the “Object-relational 

Impedance Mismatch” problem [66]. This significantly reduces the complexity of retrieval 

relational data into OO environment because complex SQL queries could be simplified into 

normal OO method calls (see §5.3.1.1 for usage).  

Conversely, using XML as data storage could be relatively complex and verbose. The 

processes to retrieve the data in documents, map them to object and primitive data type in 

programming language, is difficult. Because the data type constraint is not enforced within 

XML, the designer will need to handle various kinds of data processing issues such as null 

value and format mismatch.  

4.3.3.6 Entity Relationship Diagram 

Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) is widely used data model to represent relational data 

model of database. It is “a picture which shows the information that is created, stored, and 

used by a business system” [25]. There are three major concepts in ERD. First, each data 

object in ERD is a named entity, often mapped to a table in RDBMS. Second, information 
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with an entity is represented by a set of attributes – which capture the data segment (e.g. 

recipe title) of a data object (e.g. recipe). Finally, association among entities, also known as 

relationships, depicts high level business rules of a system [25]. The ERD for WCRS is 

illustrated in Figure 4.12. This model is reflecting actual implementation in the database for 

data persistence.   

 

Figure 4.12 : Entity Relationship Diagrams of WCRS. 
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4.4 User Interface Design 

This section develops the concepts related with modelling the graphical user interface (GUI) 

of WCRS. Two important concepts utilized in designing the UI in WCRS are Hierarchical 

Task Analysis and Responsive Web Design. The following sections will described how the 

design concepts contributed to the final design with high fidelity design utilizing wireframe 

diagrams. These solely serve as tools to communicate ideas and thus not every design is 

shown. 

4.4.1 Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) 

When users interact with the system, they are trying to perform actions that could meet their 

high-level goals or needs. These actions, more appropriately called Tasks, often can be 

broken down into series of small steps. UI of any system are means to assist users to go 

through these steps and provide comfortable experience during this process. Hence, the 

project employs HTA to understand several important tasks that the user is performing. This 

understanding will lead to design model with appropriate UI elements and behaviours that 

match user tasks.  

To bring this more into context, this section will set an example for a submitting an order 

scenario. Figure 4.13 demonstrates the HTA diagram for submitting orders. It represents the 

necessary steps required to complete the submit order task. To demonstrate the concepts, the 

UI prototypes are shown at Figure 4.14 and the remaining at Appendix K. The task which 

each diagram represents is labelled explicitly at the end of its figure caption. Other non-trivia 

HTA diagrams can also be found at Appendix L. 
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0. Submit Order

3. Specify order items 4. Submit order
5. Confirm submission 

sent

3.1. Browse menu 

recipes

3.2. Add selected 

recipe to order
3.3. Specify quantity 3.4. Specify comment

4.1. Adjust order items 

quantity

2. Select table1. Select new order

Plan 0

An order view, do 1.

Then do 2 – 5.

If another order is needed, repeat 1 - 5

Plan 3

Do 1, then 2.

Do 3 when recipe added to order.

If comment is required, do 4.

If another recipe to be selected, 

repeat 1 – 4.

Plan 4

If insufficient materials to process 

order,

Do 1, which will go back to 3.3

 

Figure 4.13: HTA diagram for Submit Order. 

 

Figure 4.14: Design shows user select new order (HTA #1). 
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4.4.2 Responsive Web Design (RWD) 

As a web application, WCRS mainly interact with its user through a web browser. Web 

browsers existed in almost every computing device, including mobiles and smart televisions.  

Hence, this implies the system is potentially accessed through any kind of device. One could 

argue that we could develop UIs that target each type of device. However, the user’s roles 

may overlap and explicitly forcing them to switch to other devices to carry out the roles 

could be troublesome. It also places a restriction on the medium to be used to access system, 

resulting in an additional cost involved to acquire the right devices for the UI. The UI of 

WCRS therefore needs to adapt screen resolution of different devices through RWD. RWD’s 

technical concepts initially discussed in §2.4.2 and this section explains how it addresses 

specific UI design issues in WCRS. This is mainly based on Letchford’s [67] comprehensive 

list of UI issues and their solutions.  

 

Figure 4.15: Layout changed when viewing on smaller screen.  

One of the common issues in UI design is mismatched layout of content on different screen 

orientations. Landscape layout is wider and its content can exploit the width to present 

information horizontally. In contrast, portrait layout would have presentation issues with 

content that with a large width. Particularly on smaller devices, the user needs to browse the 

content with a horizontal scroll or zoomed out. This could significantly degrade the user 

experience. To bring this into context, Figure 4.15 presents the common layout of a web 

page. It usually contains header, main navigation, sidebar navigation, main content container 
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and footer. However, this layout is difficult to fit into a smaller device with portrait 

orientation. This will be worst when the main content container has components with large 

width. The solution to this problem is using flexible grid design that split available space 

into number of columns (commonly 12) as shown in Figure 4.16. The layout maintains a 

relevant proportion of width until it is viewed at a small resolution web browser. Its contents 

will then be stacked together, allowing browsing content easily on portrait orientation (see 

Figure 4.15).  

 

Figure 4.16: Flexible Grid System [42]. 

Another issue of UI design is the navigation menus that are often span across the header 

section. A low-resolution screen could not accommodate many menu items in its header. 

However, these menu items are important navigation concerns and could affect usability of 

the system. Thus, the system needs a solution to present the menu items while not explicitly 

occupying spaces in the header section when they are needed. A good solution of [42] would 

be temporary hiding the menu items from the header section and presenting a button to toggle 

its visibility as shown in Figure 4.17. This allows users to access the navigation menu 

whenever they need. 

In addition, presenting tabular data on the mobile could be challenging due to table row 

spanning horizontally. The column that has more text if shrunk down will result in the text 

wrapping together and making the table look untidy. The solution would be hiding less 

important columns when viewing at smaller solution as shown in Figure 4.18. The hidden 

information can be accessed through the “details” button, which bring users to a more 

detailed page for the selected row.  

Most data entry in web applications involves form. Users will need to go through every field 

as in filling out a paper form in real life. On a wider screen, the form could be arranged with 
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its field labels staying side by side with its input element. This again is a problem for the 

smaller screen because the input elements will span out of view. This introduces the risk of 

unfilled fields due to poor visibility. The solution would be stacking up the labels and inputs 

vertically as shown in Figure 4.19. Users could browse every fields by scrolling vertically; 

hence, it less likely to miss a field. 

 

 

Figure 4.17: Toggling menu button to view navigation menu. 
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Figure 4.18: Hiding less important columns on smaller screen. 

 

Figure 4.19: Form elements are stacked vertically on smaller screen. 
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4.5 Conclusion Remarks 

This chapter has explored software design concepts in detail – after conducting rigorous 

researches and explaining how the author formulated the solutions to the requirements. The 

principles of agile development for software design set the best practise for design activities 

– and were used by the author. Architecture design established the high-level vision for all 

the system components design. System modelling enabled abstract representation of a 

solution that could guide implementation activities.  Finally, user interface design addressed 

the usability and presentation need of the prototype software.   

While it is not possible and realistic to include every models that has been produced, the 

design process has proven that it has carefully considered requirements and constraints that 

must be met – and indeed were met. The design models are guidelines but not intended to 

set implementation details in stone. Thus, it is quite possible that more good practises 

adopted during implementation have not been explicitly specified.   

The next chapter specifies the actual implementation process. It explains how the software 

that has been implemented, based on the design ideas that are developed in this chapter. 
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Chapter 5.  Implementation 

This chapter will cover the theory behind software implementation and complex features; 

that had to be researched and then implemented. It will mainly discuss the development 

details of the previously discussed design ideas (§4.3 and §4.4) while addressing project 

requirements (Appendix C and Appendix D). It first explains the implementation 

technologies – which are required for web application development. Then, it describes the 

server-side implementation and client-side implement of the system. The server-side 

implementation will mainly broken down by architecture layers (see §4.2.1.3) which also 

includes the algorithm of data processing. Client-side development is concerned with the UI 

implementation. Finally, this chapter presents a series of walkthroughs that depicts the actual 

usage of the implemented system.  

5.1 Implementation in Agile Development 

As discussed in §2.3.4, XP was employed as the software process model. Implementing the 

project requirements will involve iterative and incremental release [68] –  a core agile 

practise. In this phase, the development process will be broken down into series of time-

boxed implementation iterations. The iteration will involves software designing, 

programming and testing. Before each iteration begins, a set of requirements to be 

implemented is specified. The deliverables of each iteration will be an incrementally 

functional prototype software based on the specified requirements. In WCRS, the breakdown 

of iteration follows a series of prototype version. This is shown in the prototype 

implementation table in Appendix M.  

Iteration development in XP is at the “extreme” level. Different software features are 

embedded in the system during the iteration. It is important to take account that this (way of 

evolving the system) could degrade the software structure; the more changes that are 

introduced can lead to it becoming increasingly difficult to implement [22] due to evolving 

complexity. XP addresses these issues by suggesting developer should constantly refactor 

the design. In addition, testing should be taken into consideration before integrating new 

changes. This is aligned to the concept of continuous integration (CI) [69] – an approach to 

address integration problems by ensuring new changes are verified and software rework may 

be expected after adding these changes. CI best achieved by utilizing CI software to manage 
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source code repository and software version builds. The CI software that is used in WCRS 

will be discussed in §5.2.5. 

5.2 Web Development Framework 

Implementation of a software product requires various software development kits (or 

frameworks) such as programming tools, build system and source code repository. Utilizing 

the right tools will significantly improve the development efficiency, performance and 

software quality. Given that this project was set to develop a web application, it involves 

both the server side and client side of development. Client side development mainly involves 

constructing UIs (mainly written in HTML) for the web browser. Conversely, server side 

development employs the OO paradigm when implementing the required algorithmic and 

data structures. Thus, it needs a web development framework that could bridge the gap and 

the mismatch between the two programming environment; client- & server-side.  

This project employs ASP.NET MVC as the web development framework. ASP.NET MVC 

is  

“a framework for building scalable, standards-based web applications using well-

established design patterns,” [70].  

The term design patterns refer to the enormous number of built-in software libraries that 

could be used to solve common web development issues such as model-view separation, UI, 

routing, dynamic content, etc. The framework and its architecture are based on the MVC 

pattern; which is an excellent candidate to achieve separation of concern. Another key factor 

is ASP.NET’s support for server push technology10, which employs the publish-subscribe 

model11 to maintain communication between server and web client. This is particularly 

important for the order notification between chef and waiter to ensure that the order requests  

are handled in a timely manner. In addition, ASP.NET MVC has security features that are 

built into the application framework. Particularly role-based authentication12 is a perfect 

candidate for WCRS since it will be accessed by various user role.  

                                                 

10 A technology that allows server to send data to client without recreates new connection.  
11 A communication pattern that allows any receiver that interest with particular topics, subscribes to the 

message producers (sender) and receive message when the sender broadcast the topic related messages. 
12 An approach to restrict users’ access to the system based on their job functions. 
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In additional, ASP.NET MVC employs a web template engine, named Razor, to create 

dynamic HTML. Web template engine refers to a solution that separates the presentation of 

HTML from its data, allowing them to be interchangeable at the run time. The steps to use a 

template engine are specified by [71] as below: 

 Specifying a template to use; 

 Assigning data to the parameters as the actual content; and 

 Injecting the template with the parameters to generate HTML results. 

Razor allows the programming flow to easily swaps between .NET programming language 

and HTML. Most of the HTML tags could be generate through the helper class that bind to 

the data of the view. The generate result is the HTML content that contains object instances’ 

data. The usage of Razor will further be discussed in §5.3.3.1.  

5.2.1 Server-Side Programming Language 

The underlying server side technology for ASP.NET is the Microsoft .NET Framework. 

While there are a number programming languages available under .NET Framework, C# and 

Visual Basic (VB).NET are the most widely adopted languages. VB.NET employs OO 

paradigm and emerges as an evolution to its predecessor Visual Basic13. The syntax of 

VB.NET is more literal and closer to the pseudo code expression. In contrast, C# syntax is 

much closer to the other widely adopted OO programming language such as Java and C++. 

The code block is wrapped with braces and could be omitted for a single line statement. Both 

languages are fully supported by the .NET Framework and easily port to the counterpart.   

C# has been selected as the programming language for this project due to the author’s 

familiarity with the language and the fact that many code samples in .NET community are 

published in C#. Other interesting features of .NET that heavily exploited in the project are 

LINQ [72] and Lambda Expression [73]. LINQ stands for Language-Integrated Query and 

is particularly useful to perform query and operation against data. Lambda Expression is a 

style of anonymous function that could be passed as arguments to another function call. A 

combination of both features allow the developer to define efficient queries against the data 

source such as entity class of ORM or enumerable object collection.  

                                                 

13 Event driven programming language for Component Object Model programing model. 
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5.2.2 Client-Side Development Language 

The client-side of the web application refers to the web browser. Regardless of whichever 

technology is employed to construct the UI, the web browser will only process the received 

view as HTML. Hence, the client-side UI of WCRS is mainly written in HTML5. HTML5 

is the new standard of HTML and currently supported by a wide range of web browsers [74]. 

Some HTML5 characteristics desired by the project are [75]: 

 Adding new functionality is purely based on HTML, CSS, Document Object Model 

(DOM), and JavaScript. This avoids unnecessary installation of external software 

plugins to the user device; and 

 HTML5 prefers more mark-up to replace scripting. Many common features (e.g. 

validation, UI elements) are included in the standard of HTML5, hence the project 

can avoid reinventing the wheel.  

However, HTML is static and its presentation unlikely to change once rendered by the web 

browser. Therefore, the project also utilizes JavaScript to introduce dynamic behaviours to 

the HTML pages; e.g. responding to user inputs, changing content structure and styles. 

JavaScript has become the dominant client side of scripting technology in recent years. It is 

open platform and has numerous libraries that enable the streamlining of modern web 

development. Most web browsers today support JavaScript execution, thus allowing more 

interactive and responsive experiences built into web applications. ASP.NET comes with 

several helpful built-in JavaScript libraries. The most notable JavaScript library is JQuery 

and its validation plugin. JQuery provides API 14  for HTML document traversal and 

manipulation, event handling, animation, and Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax). It 

allows the developer to create rich and dynamic UIs at the client side.  Besides, the validation 

plugin contains the common validation functionality for HTML input such as textbox. This 

could significantly reduce data entry error and improve data integrity  

Plain HTML is not appealing to users and is likely to provide a poor user experience. Hence, 

HTML often uses CSS  to define its look and feel. Aligned to the concept of RWD discussed 

in §4.4.2, the project needs a CSS framework to provide the responsive features and to enable 

the views scale properly across different resolution devices. Besides, it may also save 

                                                 

14 Application programming interface, describes the approaches to interact with software components. 
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significant development time when customizing the layout. Hence, the project utilizes 

Bootstrap as the main CSS framework. Bootstrap is a 

“Sleek, intuitive, and powerful front-end framework for faster and easier web 

development.project,”[42]. 

Besides supporting RWD, it also includes the various ready-built templates for tab control, 

form, etc. The project will also uses other custom written CSS files when custom styling is 

required. 

5.2.3 Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 

The default Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for ASP.NET development is  

Microsoft Visual Studio (VS)  [76]. It is developed by Microsoft to support a broad range of 

application developments, ranging from simple standalone to large-scale enterprise solutions. 

VS is an excellent choice because it has built-in support for almost all aspects in software 

development.  The project mainly utilize following features to ease development activities: 

 Package management for third party libraries; 

 Rapid code refactoring and design warning; 

 Step through debugging; 

 Unit test management and execution; 

 User friendly code editor with responsive code completion; 

 Source code version control; and 

 Database management. 

5.2.4 Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) 

As specified in §4.3.3.2, this project employs RDBMS as its data storage method. The 

project does not explicitly constrain the RDMBS selection to a particular vendor. In fact, the 

RDBMS usage could be particularly different when viewed from the development stage and 

the deployment stage. In the development stage, the data is often dummy and easily 

generated. The data schema also changes rapidly as design decisions changed. The 

database’s tables need to be constantly dropped, altered, recreated; and facilating testing.  

Such required functionality would be better implemented by a lightweight RDBMS; that 

would allow instant creation of a database from scratch. On the other hand, the performance 
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and functionality of RDBMS is more demanding when the system is deployed into the actual 

environment.  

The RDBMS selected for the project is Microsoft SQL Server [62] and more specifically 

SQL Server Express Local DB [77], which was utilised during the development stage and 

the final full version at deployment stage. These are both supported by Visual Studio and 

can be easily integrated into the system. The Local DB maintains minimum configuration to 

start the database engine thus allowing the developer to focus on processing data rather than 

configuring the server. The full version of SQL Server has a wide range of tools to manage, 

monitor and analysis data stored in the database. The database is used to hold restaurant 

operational data when deployed to the production environment.  

An interesting note regarding the choice of RDBMS is that this could be easily switched to 

other another vendor if necessary. This is because the ORM solution is used to construct the 

database schema and perform queries. Entity Framework (EF), the ORM solution of 

the .NET Framework, facilitates various vendor integrations [78] and thus allows the data 

store to seamlessly switch to other vendor solution such as MySQL or Oracle DB. The system 

owner could consider switching the vendor of RDBMS if necessary; once the system has 

been deployed. 

5.2.5 Continuous Integration (CI) Software 

As discussed in §5.1, the project will require CI software for source control and manage 

software builds. The source control software is mainly used to manage the different versions 

of source codes for the prototype software – as it is being developed. This is particularly 

important in XP because new features are introduced to the code base rapidly. Versioning 

source code allows developers to roll back software changes in the event of these changes 

affect the existing system – or present release versions. It also helpful when the developer is 

fixing errors, indicating what changes introduced bugs and failed builds – if test harnesses 

are utilised. Although not relevant to this project, the software is also valuable to the project 

when the project involves multiple developers. The software provides friendly UI to manage 

and resolve conflicts between concurrent editing on same version of source code. There are 

many source control software, ranging from open source solution such as Apache™ 

Subversion (SVN) [79] and Git [80], to the proprietary solution Team Foundation Server 

[81].   
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Managing the software builds is another scenario where CI software was found to be useful. 

In XP development, tests should be passed before committing new changes to the code base. 

However, building and testing all the software packages of the system for small changes 

could be time consuming. Build management software addresses this issue by automating 

the build process when new changes are committed. The built software then verifies these 

changes by a series of automated tests. This helps to identify compiling error and run-time 

errors and thus provide meaningful indications if the new changes work. 

WCRS employs Team Foundation Service (TFS) [82] as its CI software. TFS is a cloud-

based solution for Team Foundation Server – which provides full support for application life 

cycle management. TFS allow developer to manage source code repository, plan agile 

process, and continuous delivery by automatic test execution (see Figure 5.1). VS have 

native support for TFS and thus, minimal effort is required in integrating them. The author 

can perform check-in and queue build directly from the IDE interface. Another primary 

factor that contributed to this decision is TFS has a free plan that allows collaboration up to 

five users. This implies that there is  no cost involved in utilizing the software for this project. 

Since TFS requires minimal set-up and configuration, the author can rather focus on 

development activities and achieve better output. Screen shots of their usage are shown in 

Appendix N. 

 

Figure 5.1: Overview of TFS Features [82]. 
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5.3 Implementation Details 

The implementation of the WCRS is best explained using the architecture layer design 

methodology established in §4.2.1.3. The software architecture is broken down to three 

major layers: Presentation Layer (PL), Business Logic Layer (BAL) and Data Access Layer 

(DAL). Each layer involves using different technology to solve their issues. In order to 

manage these layers, the software packages are structured identically. However, the domain 

entity classes of BLL, which will be used across all layers, are placed in another package.   

The development and implementation of a specific requirement will involves all three layers. 

For instance, developing and implementing the manage recipes feature involves defining the 

Recipe entity class. This is then followed by configuring the ORM class to accept this entity. 

All the operational logics that is related to Recipe such as CRUD operations will be specified 

in the RecipeServices class. When the backend logic is ready to perform its function, the 

controller class and relevant view will be implemented to support user interaction. The view 

implementation is divided into client side and server side implementation. The server side 

implementations construct the relevant HTML views and send them to the client’s web 

browser. At client side, JavaScript will be written if it requires dynamic functionalities or 

behaviours. The entire process is abstracted in Figure 5.2. 

The next sections will explain the implementation details of each layer. In these sections, 

some of their implementation details will be depicted in the form of actual code snippet or 

algorithmic abstraction. Variables will be preceded by a $ symbol when abstraction form is 

used. 

5.3.1 Data Access Layer (DAL) Implementation 

WCRS requires a solution to manage its data access and persistence. The answer to these 

requirements will be Entity Framework (EF). EF is:  

“an object-relational mapper (ORM) that enables .NET developers to work with 

relational data using domain-specific objects. It eliminates the need for most of the 

data-access code that developers usually need to write,” [78].  
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Figure 5.2: Overview of WCRS implementation. 
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The ORM solution is increasingly popular among software projects that need to integrate 

relational database into the OO environment. As discussed during §4.3.3.5, it helps to 

address the “object-relational impedance mismatch” problem. The problem is directly 

aligned to the different ways the OO model and Relation model access their data. The OO 

paradigm traverses objects via their references and relationships to other objects while the 

relational paradigm involves joining (or associating) data rows of tables [83]. In 

conventional applications without ORM, an additional layer of class wrappers named the 

Data Access Object, is used to retrieve the data row and convert it to the target object type. 

This creates a tight coupling between the domain entities and the persistence strategies.  

Utilising the ORM solution reduces the large amount of code that is overhead when using 

the previous method, especially when implementing SQL functionality. ORM has clear 

advantages with respect to speeding up the development process by reducing the overload 

on writing SQL query. This allows developers to focus on the business problems rather than 

the repetitive CRUD logic in SQL. In addition, the ORM solution caches loaded entity in 

memory thus reducing the round-trip to the database.  

5.3.1.1 Using ORM for Data Access 

Utilizing the EF in WCRS is a simple and straightforward step; though it requires a full 

comprehension of the EF. It starts by defining a class (i.e. CrsContext) that must inherit 

DbContext class of the framework – this associates the EF in the classes inheritance structure; 

and allows access to numerous methods, properties, and attributes in the DbContext class. 

For each domain entity class that need to be stored in the database, the CrsContext class 

needs a property of IDbSet (generic collection type) for that entity class (see Figure 5.3).  

When the application is initialized at runtime, EF will navigate all the properties of 

CrsContext that are a type of IDbSet and create a SQL schema at the target database based 

on the convention discussed in §5.3.1.2 – a process called type discovery. Properties of 

IDbSet type will be instantiated as the DbSet class object when it is first accessed through 

CrsContext class. Example of the CrsContext class usage can be viewed from Figure 5.4. 

The CrsContext class will manage the database transaction and the connection when it is 

created and accessed. In WCRS, it is short-lived and will be disposed of after the database 

operations have been completed. 
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Figure 5.3: Code Snippet of ORM class. 

RecipeServices DbSet<Recipes>CrsContext

instantiate

call context.Recipes

instantiate

collection of Recipe instances

construct SQL query

Database

execute SQL query

SQL

SELECT * FROM [Recipes]

return data rows

construct each Recipe instances

access query provider

provide data rows

 

Figure 5.4: Sequence Diagram shows CrsContext usage flow. 
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Table 5.1 shows CRUD operations derived from a DbSet class of the Recipe entity. Most of 

the operations can be perform directly on the class instance and pass back to the DbContext 

class. When the operations are completed, the SaveChange method is called to commit every 

change to the database that that has been performed during the query. All of the changes will 

be translated into SQL statements and then executed on the database (see Listing 5.1) – it is 

done automatically in EF. These operations are often invoked from the domain services of 

BLL. 

Table 5.1: Examples database operations with EF. 

Database Operation Query Syntax 

Create a new record $context.Recipes.Add($recipe); 

  

Update a record $context.Update($recipe); 

 

Search records $context.Recipes.Find($id); 

 

$context.Recipes.Where(r => r.Title == $titleName); 

 

Delete a record $context.Recipes.Remove($recipe); 

 

Commit changes $context.SaveChanges(); 

 

Join child tables $context.Recipes.Include( 

        r => r.RecipeMaterials.Select(x => x.Material)); 

 

*$context: an instance of CrsContext class 

*$recipe: an instance of Recipe class 

 

exec sp_executesql 

 

N'insert [dbo].[Recipes]([Title], [Serving], [Description], [Price], 

[RecipeCategoryId], [MenuGroupId]) 

 

values (@0, @1, @2, @3, @4, null) 

 

select [RecipeId] 

 

from [dbo].[Recipes] 

 

where @@ROWCOUNT > 0 and [RecipeId] = scope_identity()', 

 

N'@0 nvarchar(max) ,@1 int,@2 nvarchar(max) ,@3 decimal(18,2),@4 int', 

 

@0=N'$title', @1=$serving, @2=N'$description', @3=$price, @4=$categoryid 

 

Listing 5.1: Generated SQL queries for adding a Recipe record. 
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5.3.1.2 Schema Management 

The design of database schema presented in the §4.3.3.6 is the result of several revisions. 

One of the most challenging problems in working with the database is to drop and recreate 

the necessary table when new fields or relationships are introduced. The scenario is worst 

when the table is having multiple relationships with other tables.  Substantial effort will be 

spent on configuring and updating these schemas rather than solving the business problem 

at hand. 

  

Figure 5.5: Code First Convention for Recipe related classes. 

To address this issue, the project utilizes code first development approach supported by EF. 

Code first development approach allows developer to define all the database entities in the 

form of object classes and their relationships are embedded in the methods and logics of 

these classes. EF will analyse properties and the reference rules of the classes and create the 

corresponding database schema through conventions that are defined in EF. For instance, 

the convention automatically discovers the primary key and the relationships based the 
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naming convention(s) such as the field with “Id” name and the reference type as shown in 

Figure 5.5.  

In order to facilitate entity class or database schema change(s), the project configures the 

database initialisation to drop and recreate mode. Again, the framework will manage the 

construction of the updated schema. However, if the previous schema needed to be 

maintained and achieved (or stored), the project addresses the migration of schema by 

storing the previous state in VS with EF’s migration features. This allows the project to 

rollback to the previous version of schema if required. In most case, all data in the database 

are dummy records during the development thus, it is safe to drop the database and recreate 

a new one. 

5.3.2 Business Logic Layer (BLL) Implementation 

BLL is where all the business rules and business process logic reside. There are mainly two 

kinds of business logic [57]:  

i) domain logic that deals with the problem of the domain; and  

ii) application logic that deals with application responsibilities.  

An example of domain logic could be the strategy of computing price, while application 

logic may refer to particular workflow such as initializing components and the algorithmic 

sequence of method calls. One benefit of layered architecture is that it facilitates separating 

both logics (domain & application logic) and allows them to be reused independently. For 

instance, this project utilises web interface for the system, hence it is possible to develop 

another mobile or desktop application that is directly connected to the business logic layer 

and reuse the functions exposed by this layer. 

They are two main components in BLL of WCRS: Domain Entities and Domain Services. 

The domain entity represents the data content of the real life business object. On the other 

hand, domain service encapsulates a set of operations and business logic to the domain 

entities to provide functionalities to the system. The primary objective of this segmentation 

is to decouple the entity object from the business logic. In ever-changing business, entity 

object content and business logic may change rapidly, for example, new fields are introduced 

to the object or a new procedure is added to the business process. Combining them under the 

same model will result in a class that is cluttered and difficult to change. Besides, the entity 

object will also be less reusable across all layers [57].  
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5.3.2.1 Domain Entities 

Implementing domain entities is often done by writing a class with many important field that 

describes the business characteristic. For instance, the Recipe class refers to the requirement 

of recording a food dish’s name(s) and its (their) ingredients. It could belong to particular 

menu group such as Starter, Main Course, etc. These are initially designed utilising CRC 

cards (abstraction technique) and then the fine details in a Class Diagram; hence translating 

them into C# classes is straightforward. However, they also should take into consideration 

the schema creation as specified in Figure 5.5.  

In addition to that, there are validation rules that could be integrated within the entity to 

accommodate DRY principle15.  For instance, some of the fields should not be null and 

checking them at multiple places in code is redundant. Hence,  Data Annotation 16 [84] is 

utilized to define validation rules and expose them together with the entity to the client that 

consumes them, e.g. PL and DAL. The field that requires validation will be aligned to an 

attributes with particular validation rules. Figure 5.6 showing that the Table class has an 

Identifier field that is not null (required when instantiated) and has a max length of 10 

characters.  

 

Figure 5.6: Code Snippet of Table class. 

EF will check if the validation rules are satisfied before trying to save them to the database. 

At PL, ASP.NET will generate the corresponding validation rules on the client side view. 

All of these steps simplify the essential data validation and in turn enhance the data integrity. 

When these entities are implemented, the next step would be implementing the domain 

services for these entities.  

                                                 

15 Don’t Repeat Your Self, a principle of avoiding duplication of information. 
16 A NET Framework’s  feature that allow decorating the class properties with validation rules, display format 

and data modelling (e.g. editable). 
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5.3.2.2 Domain Services 

Generally, implementing domain services in WCRS is about defining set of operations. The 

operations needed by the services are often reflected by the client who depends on it. In other 

words, they exposed the necessary business functions to the PL that interacting with these 

services. In any data-oriented application, most of the business operations will involve 

CRUD operations. However, in a more complex scenario, this will need sophisticated data 

processing logic. This section will concentrate on several important algorithmic of the 

business operations. 

Most of the data processing regarding the CRUD operations involves integrating the 

business rules. Business rules are often aligned to domain problems and usually involve 

checking multiple domain entities at the same time. For example, it is meaningless to create 

redundant recipe category with same name. Listing 5.1 depicts the algorithm required to 

process (and check for) the redundant name in the recipe category. The algorithm is 

applicable to creation of Table and Staff entity. The different being identifier of Table and 

username of Staff is checked instead. 

SET $name to name of new recipe category 

IF $name existed in database THEN 

 Show duplicate name exception message  

ELSE 

 Add the new recipe category to database 

             Commit changes  

ENDIF 

Listing 5.2: Algorithmic for adding new recipe category. 

In addition to this, several non-trivial operations in domain services need to be addressed. 

One of the features of WCRS is allowing customisation of menu availability. The system 

provides flexible customizing whether the menu is currently active, available for selected 

days, and within a particular time range. When no values are provided for days and time 

fields, we can assume that they are available all time. When a waiter needs to place an order 

for a customer, the system will retrieve the available menus based on the criteria and return 

every recipe under retrieve menus. The algorithmic for this operation is shown in Listing 5.3. 
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SET $day to current day of week 

SET $currentTime to current time 

SET $recipes to empty array 

FOREACH $menu IN database  

IF $menu is mark as active THEN 

 IF $menu available days is ‘all’ OR $menu available days contains $day 

THEN 

  IF $menu available time period is empty  

      OR $currentTime within available time period THEN 

   IF $menu available day contains $day THEN 

    Add recipes of $menu into $recipes 

   ENDIF 

  ENDIF 

 ENDIF 

ENDIF 

ENDFOR 

RETURN $recipes 

Listing 5.3: Algorithmic for retrieving available menu recipes. 

 

Handling order submission is a complex operation that requires intensive data processing on 

multiple entity. When the system receives an order submission, it must evaluate whether the 

current material stock level can handle this order request. If the current stock level is unable 

to fulfil the order request, the system will return the cook-able quantity for each recipe to 

allow the waiter to informs the customer. If the order is submitted successfully, the system 

will then update the table status to busy, deduct the material quantity and send a notification 

to kitchen. These algorithms are shown in Listing 5.4 and Listing 5.5. 

Computing for payment is another essential part of the order processing cycle. When 

customers request the bill, the system needs to generate the total amount to be paid. The 

figure includes the VAT rate and the service charge rate if applicable. The system will first 

read the parameter (stored in the database) specified by the restaurant regarding the VAT 

and the service tax rate. Following this, it constructs relevant details (how the bill is layered 

and presented) and then dispenses the bill. The algorithm to compute the payment is shown 

in Listing 5.6.  
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SET $uncookableRecipes[] to empty hash table 

FOREACH $orderItem IN order 

 SET $recipe to recipe specified by $orderItem 

  SET $minimunPortion to max integer 

FOREACH $material IN materials used by $recipe 

 SET $cookablePortion to material available quantity / recipe usage 

quantity 

 IF $cookablePortion < $minimunPortion THEN 

  SET $minimunPortion = $cookablePortion 

 ENDIF  

ENDIF 

SET $availableQuantity to $minimunPortion 

IF quantity of $orderItem > $availableQuantity THEN 

 Add $availableQuantity for $recipe into $uncookableRecipes 

ENDIF 

ENDFOR 

RETURN $uncookableRecipes 

Listing 5.4: Algorithmic for checking cook-able quantity of ordered recipes. 

SET $currentTime to current date and time 

CALL CheckCookableQuantities WITH order RETURNING $uncookableRecipes 

IF $uncookableRecipes has any element THEN 

 Show error message and $uncookableRecipes for the order 

ELSE 

 SET order submission date to $currentTime 

 SET order last modified to $currentTime 

 Add the order into database 

 SET table status of the order table to “Busy” 

 Deduct the consumed material quantities from database 

 Commit changes 

  Notify kitchen about new order 

ENDIF 

Listing 5.5: Algorithmic for the order submission. 
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READ setting  

SET $vatRate to setting vat rate 

SET $serviceRate to setting service rate 

SET $orderTotalAmount to 0 

FOREACH $orderItem IN order 

 SET $subTotal to recipe price * quantity of $orderItem 

 SET $orderTotalAmount to $orderTotalAmount + $subTotal 

ENDFOR 

SET $vatAmount to $vatRate * $orderTotalAmount 

SET $serviceAmount to $serviceRate * $orderTotalAmount 

SET $grandTotalAmount to $orderTotalAmount + $vatAmount + $serviceAmount 

Assign $orderTotalAmount,, $vatAmount , $serviceAmount and $grandTotalAmount to 

bill 

Listing 5.6: Algorithmic for computing payment amount for bill. 

5.3.3 Presentation Layer (PL) Implementation 

Implementation of the PL mainly focuses on the UI and presentation logic. The UI is often 

the main concern of users when using a software product. It usually gives the user the first 

impression as to whether they can accomplish their goal easily – which is termed usability. 

The UI of any good software should guide the users through series of tasks to achieve their 

goal. Initially this is addressed in §4.4.1, which formed the ideas regarding the required 

layout and content of UI. In this section, the design idea will be evolved into an actual UI 

for WCRS. 

Construction of web application UIs often involves various kind of files. It defines the layout 

of the content through HTML, uses CSS for styling the look and feel of the UI, and embeds 

JavaScript to introduce dynamic behaviour on the client side. These are increasingly difficult 

to manage as the system grows. In addition, the same data could be viewed in different way 

depending on user needs, making the application further hard to change when UI and data 

are tightly coupled.  

To address these issues, the system utilized two Presentation Separation patterns: Model-

View-Controller and Model-View-View Model. The term, Presentation Separation pattern, 

is just a generalized name for the all the design patterns (see Figure 5.7) that encourage 

separation of the UI related logic, from application logic and data [85]. At this point, an 

interesting question may arise: Why are two patterns of similar goals required in this project? 
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To answer this question, the focus areas of both patterns are explained in the following 

sections. 

 

Figure 5.7: An overview of Presentation Separation patterns [85]. 

5.3.3.1 Model-View-Controller (MVC) 

Since Trygve Reenskaug introduced MVC pattern for Smalltalk application in late 1970 [86], 

it has become one of the major practises in software engineering history. As discussed in 

§2.2.1, MVC pattern addresses the responsibilities of three major components in UI 

construction, they are as below: 

I. Model refers to data and behaviour of the application. It is responsible for providing 

the current state of its data and handle instructions for states change according the 

client requests;  

II. View is the user interface that presents the state of data and manages the way they 

are presented; and   

III. Controller captures the user inputs from user interface and manages the flows to 

update the model state and view information. 
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The clear segregation of their responsibilities results in several benefits [87]: 

 The logics of presentation (view), input (controller) and business process (model) 

could be changed and allowed to evolve independently, hence achieving 

separation of concerns; 

 The view is decoupled from the model allowing multiple ways to present the 

same data that accommodate user concerns; and 

 Loose coupling between the view and the controller also enhance the testability 

of the application. 

PL of WCRS adheres to this pattern but has a richer model as it separate its concerns into 

basic business logic (domain service) and data (domain entity) as shown in Figure 5.8. 

ASP.NET MVC has a built-in infrastructure to implement the necessary Controller class and 

construct the View. The user inputs could be viewed as HTTP requests that are sent from 

client web browser. The framework will route the request based on the request URL to the 

correct Controller class.  

Domain Service

(Business operation)

Controller

(Application Interface) 

Domain Entity

(Data)

Change state of model /
Request domain services

Construct HTML view

View Selection

Services result
(domain entities)

View

(Razor Scripts)

Query states

Web Page

User input/
Fetch model data

Domain
operation

Model data (JSON) 

 

Figure 5.8: MVC pattern at Presentation Layer. 
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The request URL follows “http://domain/{controller}/{action}/{parameters}” pattern 

where 

 controller, is the name of controller; 

 action,  refers to the request that user initialise such as view details, create new, etc.; 

and 

 parameters, are the values that would needed by controller to perform the action such 

as order id. 

When a HTTP requests is routed to the Controller class, it finds the appropriate method to 

execute based on the pattern described above. The Controller class can provide overloaded 

version of the method depending on whether the request type (GET or POST).  This is 

illustrated in Figure 5.9, which shows OrderController class that maps the URL to the 

methods in the class. Next, the controller performs the method by invoking the domain 

services to retrieve or update the domain entities. It then selects the Views to be presented to 

the user. The selection of the view also follows the convention of the method name. For 

instance, the Details method will expect a file named “Details.cshtml” at the “Order” sub-

directory within the “Views” directory at the application file structure. Razor code (view 

engine) is then used to construct the View content based on selected template and supplied 

data. The data refers to the domain entity of BLL in this context.  

Figure 5.10 shows how Razor allows natural binding of the model property to the display 

HTML elements. In addition, Razor provides flexibility of presenting the property, whether 

it is textbox, label or other. If the HTML element is an input, the validation rules specified 

during domain entitiy implementation (see §5.3.2.1) also applied to the field. This allow 

validation of user input to be seamlessly done at the client side. Besides, the framework also 

provides the default validation message based on the data type of the field. Figure 5.11 shows 

an example of HTML form implementation to capture details when creating a recipe. It 

shows the creation of field label, input and validation could be bind to a particular property 

of the entity. Combination of these approaches has significantly simplified the creation of 

view and maintaining their logic. 
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Figure 5.9: Code snippet of the Order Controller class. 

 

Figure 5.10: Code snippet of Order details view. 
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Figure 5.11: Code snippet of Create recipe view. 

In summary, the implementation of WCRS can accommodate changes easily by adopting 

the MVC pattern. The clean separation of concerns also allows individual part to be tested 

easily hence simplify the debugging experience. However, MVC pattern may address the 

problem of view creation on the server side but not at the client side. As specified in §5.2.2, 

once the view is served to the client side. JavaScript is used to introduce behaviours to the 

view. The JavaScript often needs to target a particular HTML element in the view and 

changes to view structure will easily break existing implementation. The problem of tight 

coupling between presentation and application behaviour still exits if they are mixed together 

at the client side. Hence, the second design pattern, MVVM pattern is used to address this 

issue. 
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5.3.3.2 Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) 

MVVM general goal and concepts similar to MVC are to enforce better separation of 

concerns among UI components and allows them to change easily. John Grossman first 

introduces MVVM for building WPF17 applications in his blog [88]. Its name implies that 

they are similar to MVC but different in the sense that presentation logic and data is 

encapsulated in ViewModel (VM) rather than Controller. At client side of PL, they all also 

has different semantic compared to MVC. Figure 5.12 shows an overview of MVVM pattern 

and description of its component are listed as below:  

 I. Model refers to JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) that mirrors the domain entity 

of server side; 

 II. View is the generated by HTML through the view engine of the server; and  

 III. ViewModel, written in JavaScript, is an abstraction of view that consists of View’s 

state and behaviour [89]. It exposes the model’s properties, commands and 

additional states to the view. 

HTML

JavaScript

JSON

Update

Command

Data Binding

 

Figure 5.12: MVVM pattern at Presentation Layer. 

One of the important differences between the MVC and the MVVM is that ViewModel does 

not directly reference the View as managed by the Controller. Instead, it leverages the data 

binding technology to bind the view to properties and functions of ViewModel. The 

                                                 

17 Window Presentation Foundation, a programming model for Windows-based applications. 
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properties often consist of the data contained in the model and other states specific to the 

view [89]. When the properties change, the View that binds to the properties is updated. The 

functions of ViewModel are a set of commands that reflect application behaviour, for 

instance, adding a new order item to the order. In short, the state synchronization and 

command between the View and ViewModel are handled automatically by the data binding 

technology. Hence, it is a key enabler of this pattern [90].  

At the client side of PL in WCRS, some of the Views need to be kept synchronized with the 

data from the server. One of the most relevant View is the kitchen view. The chef needs to 

update the status of the Order for following purpose: 

i) Inform the waiter that the order is ready to be served; and 

ii) Warn other chefs that the order is currently being prepared and avoid redundant 

jobs. 

Apparently, MVVM is the ideal solution to this requirement considering the problems it can 

solve. 

In order to apply MVVM pattern at the client side of PL, the project utilizes Knockout.js 

[91], a library whose aim is to:  

“simplify dynamic JavaScript UIs by applying the Model-View-View Model (MVVM) 

pattern,” [91].  

The library utilizes the Observer pattern18 to help UI stay in sync with the data model of 

View [92]. It relies on declaration of ViewModel’s properties as: 

 Observable, used to bind property that has a single value, such as text or numeric 

value; 

 Observable Array, used to bind property that is a collection or array of values; and 

 Computed Observable, used to bind property that needs to be updated when others 

depending observable changes. For instance, the total count of order items changes 

when new item added to order. 

Figure 5.13 shows how the KitchenViewModel leverages Knockout.js to update UI 

dynamically based on the status of the Order. It contains two main properties: a list orders 

and their total count. In addition, the ViewModel exposes the Change Status function to 

update the order status. The ViewModel retrieves the orders data from the server through 

                                                 

18 A software design pattern that utilize the public-subscribe model for communication among interested party. 
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Ajax. These data are exactly one to one mapping with the domain entity from BLL (including 

their hierarchy). Hence, the order data is are actually the Model in this pattern. When the 

ViewModel receives the data, it converts the necessary properties to observable to update 

them dynamically.  

 

Figure 5.13: Code snippet shows the KitchenViewModel. 
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Figure 5.14: Code snippet shows the Kitchen view. 

On the View side, these properties are bound to the relevant HTML elements through the 

“data-bind” attribute as shown in Figure 5.14. The binding could be directly presenting the 

value of the observable property such as “text” or “css”. It is also possible to introduce 

control flow such as “foreach”. The “foreach” binding is a powerful binding that loops every 

element of observable array and creates the appropriate HTML elements for the property in 

the array. When the item is removed from the array, so are the HTML elements. The “click” 
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binding deals with the click event on the HTML element and maps to the corresponding 

command (e.g. Change order status).  

With this kind of binding, the ViewModel does not need to know about the structure of the 

View. The way of presenting the View could be changed any time and new behaviours can 

be added to ViewModel easily. It simplifies the development process without writing 

boilerplate code to synchronize the view. In addition, the application is capable of providing 

an interactive and richer user experience. 

5.3.3.3 Remote Procedure Call (RPC) and Server Push 

One of the important considerations at the client side processing is getting data for the view 

and sending data back to the server. In most cases, they are done through initializing a RPC 

with the web server. RPC is process of sending a request with parameters over the network 

to another environment where the required procedure will executed, the result is then 

returned to the caller. While the caller process is waiting the result, other processes can 

continue to execute. RPC is necessary in WCRS because it is constantly committing data to 

the server based on user inputs.  

The RPC is often use as pull model – which the request is initiated by the client (web 

browser). In order to obtain the latest data from the server, the client constantly needs to start 

a new request to pool server data. As the number of clients increase, significant resources of 

the server will be consumed. To address this issue, the Server Push approach is adopted. 

Server Push is a technology that allow the server to push data without required to start a new 

connection [93]. It mainly operates around the publish-subscribe model to deliver data to 

interested clients. In combining both RPC and Server Push approach, the system could 

achieve real time communication among the connected clients. This is particularly useful for 

order notification among waiters and chefs. In WCRS, these approaches are achieved by 

Ajax and SignalR respectively.  

Ajax is a RPC technique which enables the JavaScript client to send and retrieve data without 

reloading the web page. The request is sent through JavaScript’s XMLHttpRequest (XHR)19 

object and the server response is processed as an asynchronous call back [93]. Depending 

on the call back result, the client can then proceed to update the UI and display dynamic 

                                                 

19 An API of web browser for exchanging data with server. 
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content. The use of Ajax should significantly improve the performance of application since 

it avoids the cost of full page reloading. Moreover, the UI is not blocked from user interaction 

since it is executed asynchronously, resulting in a more responsive user experience. The 

system uses Ajax in several places that required communication across domain entities, for 

instance: adding a new recipe to the menu and associating new material to a recipe. These 

often require multiple adding and/or deleting actions from the user. Reloading the whole 

page for each actions will definitely damage the system performance. In fact, Figure 5.14 

demonstrated the Ajax usage when updating order status. 

SignalR [94] plays a very important role aligned to realizing real-time communication 

between server and browser. SignalR is a library for ASP.NET that simplifies the creation 

of server push components at both client and server side. It has a simple API to enable the 

user to define RPCs that call JavaScript functions from the server-side code [95]. SignalR 

leverages several protocols to facilitate its communication. HTML5 transports protocols 

selected when client browser support HTML5 standard, as described in following [95]: 

 WebSocket, establishes persistent and full-duplex connection between the client 

and server; and 

 Server Sent Events, maintains the connection with server for push notification. 

SignalR falls back to Comet transports 20 when HTML5 is not supported. These mainly rely 

on the browser to maintains long-held HTTP request with the server and are identified as 

below [95]: 

 Forever Frame, creates hidden IFrame that maintains a one-way real-time 

connection from server to client; and 

 Ajax long pooling, polls the server with a request that stays alive until server 

responds. 

The order notification in WCRS heavily relies on SignalR to push the new order notice and 

status change notification to the waiter and chef. It starts by defining the order received 

functions at the client side as shown in Figure 5.15. At the server side, an OrderHub class 

that handles client subscription is defined. When a new order is received at the 

                                                 

20 An approach of web application model that allows server pushing new data to client as opposed to explicitly 

polling data from server.  
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OrderController, the OrderController will access the Hub class and invoke the services 

defined at client side (see Figure 5.16).  

 
Figure 5.15: Code snippet shows SignalR client side implementation. 

 
Figure 5.16: Code snippet shows SignalR server side implementations. 

 

Both Ajax and SignalR use the same data structure, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), to 

carry the data back and forth between client and server in WCRS. JSON is a format for data-

interchange that takes forms in name values pairs. JSON formatted data has a smaller data 

payload compared with XML, thus making it a good option for data transfer [96]. 

Particularly in modern web application, JSON is increasingly popular as the communication 
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medium.  Sending data from the client side to the server side involves serializing the 

JavaScript object into JSON string. At server side, the received string is then de-serialized 

and parsed to a compatible form that is usable to the system. In ASP.NET, the conversions 

of JSON string into domain entity object are automatically handled by model binding of the 

framework. On the other hand, converting the domain entity into JSON string involves 

serializing the class’s public properties. The framework also handles this conversion. 

5.3.3.4 Security 

The project involves multiple users and their details are stored within the system. The data 

may be access and tampered with by an external party if security is not ensured . Hence, the 

implementation of the system needs to take precautions when considering security issues 

which could be detrimental to the user. 

The project mainly controls the user access through role-based authentication. The 

Controller is aware of the viable (allowed) roles that have access to the system data. When 

the user tries to submit a request to the Controller, his or her role will be verified. If the user 

does not incorporate the specified roles, the system will route the user back to the login 

screen and inform them that the request is not authorized. In addition, the system takes 

another level of precaution by not presenting the unauthorized menu items in the navigation 

bar. The user could request the administrator or manager to associate roles if other menu 

items are needed. 

Utilizing ORM for the database access also shield the system from SQL Injection. SQL 

Injection is essentially passing malicious code in the string of SQL code as parameters, 

which in turn is executed at the server and yields destructive results. The SQL queries 

generated by ORM framework is parameterized queries. This helps to escape the malicious 

code from the request parameter string before it is passed to the server. The system also 

encrypts sensitive data such as password and credit card details before storing to the database. 

The encryption solution is provided by ASP.NET hence it is tested and trustable. 

5.4 Walkthrough 

In order to demonstrate the usage of the system, a series of walkthroughs will be presented. 

This section will cover the important process of restaurant operations, starting from food 

order, kitchen preparation and payment made. The other features will be presented in the 

form of screenshots at Appendix O. 
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5.4.1 Submitting Order 

The first time the waiter accesses the application, the system will prompt the user to login 

into the system as shown in Figure 5.17. After the waiter, successfully logs in, the waiter can 

then expand the navigation menu on the top right to access the order view, as illustrated by 

Figure 5.18. The order view in Figure 5.19 presents orders submitted on that day and their 

status. At this view, the waiter initiates order submission by selecting the Submit New button. 

The system will then present the view to construct the order.  

As shown in Figure 5.20, the user identity is automatically associated with the order. The 

waiter will first select a table for the new order. The waiter can then browse the menu recipes 

by selecting the Browse Menu Recipes tab, as shown in Figure 5.21. The tab shows all the 

menu recipes that are currently available for order. It also allows the waiter to filter the list 

by using Browse by Menu dropdown box. The waiter then can select the Add link to order 

that recipe. The selected recipe will remove from the available menu list and bring the waiter 

back to order details tab. The waiter can then specify the quantity and comment on each item, 

which is illustrated in Figure 5.22. 

 

 

Figure 5.17: Screenshot shows waiter login form. 

 

 

Figure 5.18: Screenshot shows waiter expand 

navigation menu for order view. 
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Figure 5.19: Screenshot shows system present 

today orders. 

 

Figure 5.20: Screenshot shows that user is selecting 

a table in order creation. 

 

 

Figure 5.21: Screenshot shows that user is browsing 

menu recipes. 

 

Figure 5.22: Screen shows that menu recipes are 

added to the order. 
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The waiter can then click on the submit button after specifying the order items based on 

customer request. Figure 5.23 shows that when the order is successfully sent, the order will 

be added to the current order list. However, if the system has not enough materials to proces 

the order request, it warns the waiter and suggests the available quantity as shown in Figure 

5.24.  When the order is successfully sent, the system will notify the Kitchen about the new 

order request in real time. The kitchen view will be immediately updated with the new order 

details, as illustrated in Figure 5.25. 

 

 

Figure 5.23: Screenshot shows that the user 

successfully submitted order. 

 

 

Figure 5.24: Screenshot shows that system warns 

insufficient materials and presents the current 

available quantity. 
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Figure 5.25: Screenshot shows that the kitchen view received new order notification. 

 

5.4.2 Updating Order Status 

The Kitchen view, as shown in Figure 5.26, presents the order information side by side. 

When the chef want to prepare the meal for the order, the chef first updates the order status 

to Preparing (see Figure 5.27). This will change the colour of the order across all clients 

viewing kitchen views in real time. This is to prevent the same order being attended to by 

multiple chef.  

When the order has been prepared, the chef will then select the Completed button. The 

selected order will be removed from the kitchen view, as shown in Figure 5.28. These 

changes also synchronize across all connected kitchen views.  In addition, the system will 

send a notification to the waiter to inform them that the order is ready to be served.  
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Figure 5.26: Screenshot shows the Kitchen view. 

 

Figure 5.27: Screenshot shows updating order to Preparing status. 
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Figure 5.28: Screenshots shows completed order is removed from Kitchen view. 

 

Figure 5.29: Screenshot shows that waiter is notified about completed order 
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5.4.3 Processing Payment 

In order to process payment, the cashier will first present the bill to the customer through 

Payment view. The Payment view will list the order that is currently unpaid, as shown in 

Figure 5.30. Selecting the Bill button will send the order details to the printer, an example of 

which is shown in Figure 5.33. The cashier can then select the pay button to record the 

payment details. Record payment view will also present the bill information in case the 

cashier needs to reference the order details. The payment method could be cash or credit 

card, as shown in Figure 5.32. Finally, the receipt will be dispensed to the customer  

 

Figure 5.30: Screenshot shows the Payment view. 

 

Figure 5.31: Screenshot shows the Bill for the payment. 
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Figure 5.32: Screenshot shows payment methods for the order. 

 

Figure 5.33: Screenshot shows the receipt for payment. 

 

5.5 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter has covered the underlying concepts and technologies to build the WCRS 

system. Segregating the implementation into different software layers has proven useful to 

underpin the principle of separation of concern. It allows the author to focus a smaller set of 

problems when implementing each layers. This reduces the complexity of the 

implementation process while enhancing the implementation design.  

The next chapter discusses testing process of the system. It describes how the functionalities 

of the system could be verified and tested. 
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Chapter 6.  Testing  

This chapter describes the software testing concerns of the project. It covers different testing 

approaches that adopted in the project and some of the techniques applied to realize this 

process. The chapter first provides an overview of software testing. Then, the processes of 

each adopted testing approaches are discussed in depth. 

6.1 Software Testing 

Software testing is the process of verifying software implementation work against its 

requirements. This is meat to inform the developer that possible errors are present before the 

software artefact is utilised by the actual user – final stakeholder or client. Software testing 

generally has two main objectives [22]: 

 To ensure that the implementation is as intended and the requirements haves been 

met; and 

 To uncover system defects, including those incorrect, undesirable or inconsistent to 

requirement behaviours. 

Software testing could also be viewed as a key contributor to software quality [97]. A high 

quality software simply means a product that has high user satisfaction while maintaining a 

low defects rate [98]. Software that has gone through rigorous testing will be likely to yield 

a better quality product.  

Testability of the application was always been the project’s concern when designing and 

implementing the system. The design of the WCRS centred on the separation of concern 

principles. Testing is much easier if only verifying a small set of components. Besides, the 

uses of software design pattern also promote loose coupling among the software components, 

which allows these components to be tested in isolation rather than analysing their 

dependencies. 

Testing was often left to the last phase of development in traditional software development 

methods. If however this is a complex software artefact, testing is required at the start; as it 

requires significant effort to fix the bugs at the end of the project. The complexity of bugs is 

greater when they are accumulated across the different parts of the system, resulting in more 

time being required to analyse and investigate how they occurred – and then find a solution. 

In WCRS, testing is done before or in parallel with the actual implementation to ensure that 

the features are worked as intended – this could be viewed as design for testability. This 
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approach adheres to the test first principle of XP where the sooner the testing concerns are 

addressed, the better, as the developer will have a clearer understanding of what is to be 

expected and integrated into the test cases. Hence, this lets the developer think through the 

solution before writing code. The developer can then effectively find the required 

implementation and design that solves the problems if the testing fail, and hence has minimal 

impacts other working part of the artefact. 

Testing can be viewed from two broad perspective: functional testing and structural testing. 

Functional testing, sometimes referred to black box testing, is testing on the functionality of 

the system based on the specified requirement. The test itself has little knowledge about the 

testing target’s internal structure. In contrast, structural testing, also known as white-box 

testing, involves examining the internal implementation. It tests the design used by the 

implementation to verify it correctness. [98] suggested the best approach is to combine both 

type of testing as shown in Figure 6.1.  At the highest level, the testing ensures that specific 

set user requirements are fulfilled. At lowest level, it ensures that the implemented design is 

capable of achieving the expected result. These testing techniques will be further discussed 

in §6.4 to §6.6. 

 

Figure 6.1: Functional Testing versus Structural Testing [98]. 

6.2 Test Automation 

Software testing is a repetitive and monotonous task because it involves a repeating cycle of 

performing action and verifying result. Particularly when the number of items needed to test 

grows, doing the testing manually could be time consuming and not effective. Hence, most 

software testing utilizes tools to automate the testing process. A test automation tool could 

make testing more efficient and quicker by automatically executing the set of defined  test 

cases and verifying their result. This involves writing the scripts to define these steps. 
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Most IDEs will have integrated test automation tools and let developers manage their test 

cases easily from the user interface. This is a desirable feature because the developer is 

constantly refactoring and changing codes during implementation. Integrated testing tools 

could detect these changes, and in turn provide errors to inform the developer whichever test 

case is affected. This project utilizes the test automation framework provided VS IDE. 

Unlike other integrated testing tools, VS provides a full application of lifecycle testing, 

ranging from unit testing to load testing. In addition, test automation can also be enabled at 

the TFS after compiling the software at the cloud (see §5.2.5). This ensures every release 

passed adequate amounts of testing.  

While plenty of unit testing frameworks are available for VS, this project uses the default 

unit testing framework of VS, known as MS Test [99]. MS Test creates templates for typical 

unit testing flow. It allows the developer to define the initialization code at class level or 

method level. When initialization of the code is undertaken at class level, it executes once 

the class is instantiated. At method level, the code will be executed for each test method 

within the class. This helps to avoid redundant boilerplate code for initializing the data 

required for testing.  

6.3 Regression Testing  

Iterative developments of software products often introduce new changes to existing system 

behaviours and interfaces. However, the degree of their impact on existing systems could be 

difficult to estimate. Current features may stop working or new bugs may emerge after these 

changes. This is again aligned to the continuous integration principle that each changes 

should be properly verified before integrating them into the code base.  

One of the key enablers for continuous integration is Regression Testing. Regression Testing 

is defined as: 

“re-execution of some subset of tests that have already been conducted to ensure that 

changes have not propagated unintended side effects,” [23]. 

The conducted test cases are an excellent medium to document existing system behaviours. 

They encapsulate previous assumptions and concepts regarding the system. If they fail after 

new changes, it means that the system behaviour has deviated from previous intention. This 

is an excellent time to revise the requirements before proceeding further. In addition, the 

testing may failed because of implementation errors or poor design. This provides additional 
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chances to improve the system design rather than let it perform poorly when shipped to the 

user.  

Running every test manually could be expensive and impractical [22]. Testers often trade 

off the cost by running only the most relevant tests, despite this they may overlook the critical 

tests. Hence, regression testing often associated with the test automation tool discussed in 

§6.2. In this project, the regression test is executed on every successful software build at the 

TFS. The build is triggered by code check-in, hence every new changes are securely 

verifying by the server. In addition, the server provides a meaningful description of the 

failing cases in log files. This easily enables tracing to the source of problem.  

Regression testing is naturally a part of the  testing process in the project. It can be executed 

at a different level depending on the purpose. Rerunning unit tests and integration tests are 

the most common scenarios when the developer is implementing a feature. When the 

development reaches a stable stage and is ready for release, it often involves full scale 

regression testing.  In WCRS, full scale regression testing is especially important at the end 

of each prototype version.  

6.4 Unit Testing 

Unit testing is a testing technique that focuses on smallest or individual unit of the software 

[22, 23]. This testing technique is a core value of XP because it encourages the developer 

continuously to learn from writing tests for their own code [68]. It is beneficial to the 

organisation because the developer’s skills are expanding with the system growth.  

In an OO development environment, the smallest unit often refers to a class and their 

methods. When conducting a unit test for the classes, the test cases often derived from testing 

all methods of the class. The test inspects through the control paths in the method to ensure 

maximum coverage and error detection [23]. It checks if the methods yield correct output 

when tested for particular sets of input. In addition, it tests that the method’s behaviour and 

functionality is relevant to its goal. Figure 6.2 shows an example of unit testing done for the 

project. The syntax used here is much easier to be interpret making the testing output log 

more self-declarative. This syntax is enabled by Fluent Assertions [100] – an open source 

unit testing library in .NET platform.  
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Figure 6.2: A unit test of the CreateRecipe method of the RecipeServices class. 

Testing in isolation is one of the main principles within unit testing in the project. This is 

particularly challenging for layered architecture software because the top layer depends on 

the bottom layers. The controller will need to invoke domain service operations, while 

domain services require communication with the database. To address this challenge, this 

project use mocks and stubs to address the dependencies of the class under test. For instance, 

to simulate the EF behaviour when testing the domain services, the project designed 

InMemoryDbContext class to mimic the data source with the system memory. There are two 

primary reasons for this approach: 

 Testing domain services should only be concerned with business logic but not data 

access; and 

 Testing with in-memory data source is faster than using the real database. 

Figure 6.4 shows that unit testing was initially run with an actual database. However, after 

switching to in-memory data source, unit test execution is almost four times faster as shown 

in Figure 6.4. As the number of test cases, they would make significant impacts to the testing 

process. Using an actual database for testing is likely to be undertaken during Integration 

Testing, which is discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 6.3: Running unit testing with actual database. 

 

Figure 6.4: Running unit testing with system’s memory data source. 

6.5 Integration Testing 

Integration Testing is testing multiple components which work together. Often, these 

components have been tested individually before the integration test. The concerns of 

integration testing are aligned to testing the interfaces of components and their interaction. 

This also investigates the techniques used for data exchange among components. It helps to 

uncover issues such as exposing invalid interface or that the data passed is not in a 

compatible format. Integration testing also verifies the control flow of these components’ 
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interaction and ensures that they are in correct sequence. In the context of WCRS, 

integration testing has two main objectives: 

 Testing interaction across multiple software layers; and 

 Testing coordination among functional modules. 

The system contains software packages that are distributed across software layers due to its 

three-tiered architecture. Testing interaction across multiple layers is essential to ensure that 

they expose the correct interface and the received data seamlessly at either end. This project 

utilizes a bottom-up approach where the components at the lowest level are tested first. In 

this case, the DAL is tested with an actual database first. Testing with the actual database is 

particularly important to check if data persistence takes place correctly. Switching to use the 

actual database is relatively easy, it involves replacing the database context class used in 

Unit Testing. Next, the BL layer was tested with the PL to ensure that it exposed necessary 

operations used for client side and view data. This type of testing is done by testing 

Controller operations with actual BL services and communicating with the real database.   

The other goal of integration testing is related to testing of functional modules as discussed 

in §3.1.2.1. The Order module requires the Menu module for order submission, while Menu 

module depends on the Recipe module to present the meals. Testing at this stage involves 

all software layers but with different functional concerns aligned to each. This testing covers 

an end-to-end scenario of the system functionalities. Hence, each module is tested by 

accessing the user interface and performing the sets of test cases derived from requirements. 

Then, all the interacting modules must reflect the result of these operations. For instance, the 

addition of a new recipe to the menu must be visible at the order submission view. As the 

system is developed in an incremental process, interactions between modules were also 

tested incrementally. This allows errors to be discovered and fixed at a smaller level.  

6.6 System Testing 

System testing is testing the fully integrated system as a whole. It is the testing phase after 

integration testing; but undertaken on all system components. It aims to discover undesirable 

behaviours when all the components are working together [22].  It also checks if the system 

conforms to the requirements and expectations. In addition, it also helps to understand the 

limit of the system and ensures that the system is reliable. At this stage, unit testing and 

integration testing have addressed most of the functionality concerns. Hence, system testing 

in WCRS focuses on the non-functional aspects of the system.  
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6.6.1 Security Testing 

The open access nature of web application could be a threat to the system if security concerns 

are involved. It can be accessed easily by devices with a web browser within the connected 

network.  This opens up the possibility of unauthorized access and malicious security threat 

that would comprise the system. Hence, Security Testing is performed on the system to 

review the degree of reliability and safeness.  

The security testing ultimately is concerned with the user authentication and authorization. 

It first tests the login process of the system and ensures that proper credentials are required 

to access the system. Both valid and invalid login credentials are tested and their login results 

are compared. As discussed in §5.3.3.4, the system utilizes role-based authentication to 

restrict the accesses of users. It will present only the navigation link for particular functions 

if the user has a role associated with their account. This feature is tested by assigning roles 

to the user account and verifying if the access is granted correctly. Then, the roles are 

removed from the user account and tested if access is denied. 

The credit card number and password when bill payment is made should be encrypted 

securely before saving to the database. This is to ensure that the data would not be exposed 

easily even when access to the system is been compromised. The testing is undertaken by 

repeating inserting a new user account and payment record to check if the sensitive 

information is encrypted at the database. 

6.6.2 Performance Testing 

Performance testing is another testing focus with the system’s reliability and capability to 

withstand an intense load. It is described as:  

“running a series of test where you increase the load until the system 

performance becomes unacceptable,” [22]. 

Since the prototype system is targeting restaurant environment, the estimated amount of 

concurrent user access is lower compared than ordinary Internet applications. However, 

understanding the limits of the system is essential because it should not fail when it is needed 

most, especially during peak time. Hence, this project utilized the Web Performance Testing 

and Load Testing tools provided by VS to execute performance testing. 
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The testing environment is one of the crucial factors in performance testing because a high 

performance hardware will definitely give a better result. In this project, the testing 

environment is same as the development environment as shown in Table 6.1. The test 

machine is considered to be excellent for data processing due it’s quad-core processor. 

Having 8GB of memory is sufficient in handling load for small to medium restaurant, though, 

the system will prefer a higher memory capacity in a large restaurant. 

Table 6.1: Test Machine Specification for Performance Testing. 

Hardware Hardware Information 

Processor  Intel® Core™ i7-3610QM CPU @ 2.30 GHz 

Installed Memory 

(RAM) 

8.00 GB 

Hard Disks Samsung SSD 830 SATAIII 6GBps 256GB 

Operating System Window 8 Pro 64-bit 

  

After the test environment is defined, the next step is to figure which functions that the users 

will be frequently accessing. One of the most frequently accessed functions in WCRS is the 

order submission. It is also one of the busiest parts (phases) in the order processing cycle. 

The project first sets up a recording of order submission scenario with the VS as shown in 

Figure 6.5. It captures every request and response when the scenario that is then stimulated 

at the web browser. When the recording is played back, it ensures that every steps is executed 

and provides analysis of the response time.  

 

Figure 6.5: Recording of order submission scenario. 
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Next, the project will be configured for Load testing by launching the Load Test wizard 

shown in Figure 6.6. This allows tester to define the testing scenario and the test execution 

pattern. In this case, it selects the step load pattern where the number of users will be 5 

initially, and gradually increased until 40. 

 

Figure 6.6: Configuration of Load Test scenario at wizard. 

After the configuration is completed, the Load testing is ready to be executed. Figure 6.7 

shows the load testing is executing on the test machine. The load testing tools provide 

informative graphs and statistics regarding the current system performance. As for web 

application, the page load time is the most relevant statistic because it tells the developer 

which page need to be optimized for performance. When the execution completed, a report 

of the testing result will be presented to the tester, as shown in Figure 6.8. The report’s Test 

Results section indicates that the system survived the load testing, as it shows none of the 

order submission flows have failed. It also shows the slowest pages that need developer 

attentions.  
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Figure 6.7: Chart and statistic when executing Load Testing. 

 

Figure 6.8: Report of Load Testing result. 
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6.7 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter has documented the extensive testing approaches that were utilised in this 

project and the process of how they were carried out. Different and all-encompassing testing 

approaches have been conducted to ensure the system is as robust as possible. The system 

has proved to be functional and usable after all the testing was done. The chapter has marked 

the end of the software development process of the project. 

While rigorous testing processes have covered (tested) many aspects of the system, the 

testing activities are likely to carry on throughout the system life cycle. This is aligned to the 

popular software engineering mantra by Dijkstra [101],  

“Testing shows the presence, not the absence of bugs.” 

There will be errors that not have yet been discovered by testing and will only emerge during 

user usage. Nevertheless, the project is structured in a way that will enable changes and fixes 

to be easily undertaken, hence their risks have been mitigated. 

The next chapter is the final chapter of the report. It concludes the report of the project and 

evaluates approaches taken to complete the project.
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Chapter 7.  Conclusion 

This chapter concludes the overall process of the project.  It looks back at the work 

completed and evaluates the research and approaches taken. Finally, it marked the end of the 

report by a summary. 

7.1 Project Achievement 

The project has gone through a series of activities to develop a complex solution for the 

computerized restaurant system. After analysis of the project’s goal and research direction, 

a set of objectives were established, as specified in §1.3. All the activities done during the 

project were attempts to realize these objectives. At the end of the project, the developed 

prototype software has fulfilled these objectives by the following means: 

 Objective #1 was satisfied by implementing the prototype system with three-tier 

architecture and presentation separation pattern. 

 Objective #2 was addressed by utilizing Hierarchy Task Analysis (HTA) to model 

user interface’s presentation and behaviour. 

 Objective #3 was satisfied by integrating Responsive Web Design (RWD) to allow 

mobile friendly access to the system. 

 Objective #4 was satisfied by adopting Remote Procedure Call and Server Push 

technology for real-time communication between client and server. 

 Objective #5 was addressed with various testing approaches to ensure the prototype 

system is as robust as possible. 

Employing the agile development method also proved useful in managing the software 

development process. The software prototype was constantly evolving thanks to the 

incremental and iterative development cycle. It was tested at every iteration, hence most 

defects were addressed early on in the project. Besides, it reduces the scope of 

implementation and allows the author to manage the development activities effectively. The 

project management techniques are discussed in §3.3 which also demonstrates their values 

for time and workload management. The project plan was constantly revised to reflect the 

progress and capability of the author based on these techniques. 
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The project was ambitious and time-consuming, implementing as many features as possible 

within the very limited timeframe. It has successfully satisfied the Functional Requirements 

(FR) from FR1 to FR14 and all Non-functional Requirements (NFR) of the system. These 

requirements have top priority and reflect the most needed features required by stakeholders. 

FR 15 through 19 are not implemented due to time constraints. However, they are the lower 

priority features that are pleasant – but not paramount. Their absence would not result in 

major operational issues in restaurant order processing.  As the system was designed to be 

easily extendable, these features could be implemented in the future. At the bottom line, the 

system is useable in term of the stakeholder’s need and operational concerns. It satisfied the 

basic goal of replacing the paper-based system in the restaurant operations. 

7.2 Research Evaluation 

Throughout this project, extensive researches have been carried out to address the unknown 

areas that the author needed to investigate. The researches within this project have covered 

the entire software development life cycle. The project has analysed different software 

process models (§2.3) and performed comparisons (§2.3.4) before adopting the most suitable 

model for the project. 

The project has also looked at the process of requirement gathering with respect to the 

appropriate approaches required by the project and developed the requirements based on the 

most appropriate techniques evaluated (§3.1.1). The research into software design 

techniques has established a high-level vision of software architecture (§4.2.1) and system 

modelling (§4.3) that answered the stakeholder requirements.  

Research into the user interface design (§2.4) has proven useful in order to construct the 

complex and numerous GUIs that were designed so they were usable by the users. This is 

further supported by research into the presentation separation pattern (§5.3.3.1 and §5.3.3.2) 

and introduced effective methods to build application that could be easily managed and 

tested.  

The research into Remote Procedure Call and Server Push technology (§5.3.3.3 

demonstrated real-time communication is extremely useful for restaurant operations. They 

answer the possibility of real time collaborations of restaurant user with web application. 
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Finally, the testing techniques research (§6.1) established carefully planned process to ensure 

the final product is robust and useable. All these researches have contributed to the success 

of the prototype implementation. 

7.3 Approach Evaluation 

The design approach taken in the project is aligned to the theme of separation of concerns. 

The project had separated the design problems into several distinct concerns. Research is 

undertaken for each design concerns, as discussed in §7.2. Modelling and diagraming 

techniques are then used to produce artefacts that describe design decisions and verify if 

requirements of stakeholders could be fulfilled with the design approach. The produced 

design artefacts in the project have covered design concerns including architecture, 

application behaviour, data structure, and user interface. This demonstrated the problem 

solving and creativity processes used are structured in a logical manner that could be 

understood by other software practitioners.  

The project’s designs evolved into actual implementation by adopting suitable technologies 

and SE (and HCI) techniques. The utilized technologies and techniques include various: SE 

methodologies, HCI principles, programming tools, frameworks and libraries during the 

construction of the prototype software. Besides making the development process more 

effectively, they have also improved the quality of system since it is a tested solution. 

However, the implementation approaches centred on the web development framework 

technologies. This required basic understanding of the mechanisms behind these 

technologies if the project is to be extend by other peoples. However, the development 

process will be accelerated once they understanding the basic concepts of these technologies. 

The project had adopted different testing approaches to test the prototype software and 

discovered bugs during these testing were corrected. However, the performance testing done 

in the project is concerned with general server performance. The testing could also be 

extended to understand the performance of the JavaScript implementation at the client side. 

Nevertheless, this largely depends external factors such as devices capabilities and type of 

web browsers used.  Hence, the testing may help in optimizing code efficiency but not 

aiming to support every possible devices with a web browser. 
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7.4 Reflection 

The author has attained various skills throughout this project. The most relevant skill was 

the software project management. The project covered end-to-end scenarios of building real 

life software applications and was directly aligned to the lifecycle of the software product. 

Hence, the author has learned to apply lifecycle management and utilise software process 

models on a software project. 

In terms of technical skill, the project also significantly contributed to the author’s 

knowledge regarding web technology. Throughout the development of the web application, 

the author has gained a deeper understanding of the underlying communication protocol and 

client-server architecture. This project has prepared the author to handle more distributed 

system development in the future. 

As rigorous research into software design and design pattern was conducted, this author 

learnt different approaches of abstracting software development problems by utilising 

modelling techniques and diagrammatic abstraction methods. These helped the author 

evolved through the implementation of small details (via the first prototypes) to focusing on 

high-level design challenges. Hence, this has improved the authors’ analytical and problem 

solving skills.  

The author also gained exposure to the latest technology trends in software development and 

hands on experience with development tools. The skills attained while working with these 

tools include: 

i. Utilizing a web development framework to build a highly reusable web application; 

ii. Communicating with database with object relational mapping; 

iii. Implementing mobile friendly web user interface; 

iv. Advanced testing techniques with test automation tools; and 

v. Managing software development with continuous integration server. 

The author has become more confident to handle future software development projects with 

these skills. In addition, the author is much more prepared to face new challenges in software 

engineering. 
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7.5 Future Improvement 

In addition to the unfinished requirements, there are other possibilities of further improving 

the project. The improvements may include: 

1. Presenting graphical floor plan for table management and reservation; 

2. Support food order delivery and driver tracking; 

3. Extension of pricing methods for individual or multiple recipes; 

4. Advanced inventory control with material storage and expiry information; and 

5. Managing customer loyalty membership and discount voucher. 

Another interesting possibility is to host the entire system on Cloud-based services. If the 

restaurant business model expanded to multiple outlets, the restaurant manager could access 

the data of different restaurants to view their performance reports or order materials from 

suppliers.  

7.6 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter has concluded the report of this project. The project successfully implemented 

a working complex prototype of a web-based computerized restaurant system. The 

implemented prototype software has been fully tested throughout the project phases and it 

demonstrated acceptable performance. Overall, the project enabled the author to completed 

most of the high priority requirements. This report also documented all the relevant research 

details and decision-makings processes. If future extensions of the system are undertaken, 

the report will be helpful in assisting the completion of the remaining requirements and 

future improvements that might be involved. In summary, the project has satisfied its 

objectives and fulfilled its purpose to assist restaurant operations. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A: Agile Manifesto 

The Agile Manifesto was written in February of 2001, is a “formal proclamation of four key 

values and 12  principles to guide an iterative and people-centric approach to software 

development” [102]. The participants found consensus around four main values, which 

quoted as below:  

“We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others 

do it. Through this work we have come to value: 

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools 

Working software over comprehensive documentation 

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 

Responding to change over following a plan 

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left 
more.“ [103] 

 

Appendix B: Business Problem Analysis 

This section intended to describe problems in the context of restaurant business. Based on 

these problems, possible improvements could be achieve by automating the process with 

assist of system that will be developed. They will later contribute to part of requirements 

specification of the system.  

The major drive behind developing WCRS is the growing need of systematic approach to 

manage and assist restaurant operations. Some of the necessary process steps, issues, and 

management requirements are: receiving orders from customer; preparing the orders; 

keeping sufficient materials; and managing customer reservation – these are all are common 

requirements in any restaurant. Each operation will generate substantial amount of business 

data, which could be hard to maintain – if based on old-fashioned paper based mechanisms. 

For instance, collecting order information from customer could be challenging for waiter – 

if all he has are paper-based methodologies. Commonly, there are three major methods [4]:  

i) Verbal confirmation;  

ii) Order sheet; and  
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iii) Point-of-Sales (POS) system. 

The order sheet method involves taking note of ordered items; while verbal confirmation 

requires waiter to memorize order details. POS system stores order information digitally, e.g. 

based on customer table and ordered items, and prints order sheet for kitchen. The first two 

methods are often prone to human error as miscommunication among waiter, customer, and 

chief may occur. Wrong order and overlook orders (or order items) are typical scenarios 

observed in almost every restaurant. The POS method only focuses on specific type of 

devices and restaurant need to train staff to use them. Hence, it requires proper collection 

and presentation of restaurant information.  

Existing methods are also unable to synchronize information among restaurant staff 

effectively. A systematic approach needs to be taken, such as:  

i) A waiter need to input order information and check if every ordered item had 

served;  

ii) a chef need to know the order details and sequence to prepare food; and  

iii) a cashier will need table information to process payment.  

Often, order sheet may be lost and order sequence cannot be guaranteed when stacked up – 

or placed on pegs in the chiefs’ kitchen preparation area. Paper based kitchen order systems 

are unable to reflect kitchen status in a timely and efficient manner because waiters have to 

manually enquire if the kitchen is preparing specific order, or specific orders or food items 

are ready to be serve to particular  customers. Moreover, dining menu will be updated 

occasionally to introduce new food items and promotions [9]. This involves enormous time 

and effort in maintaining the changes. Thus, there is a need for mechanism to share 

information in real time. 
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Appendix C: Functional Requirement 

Table C.1 is a list of functional requirements of the prototype system. Each functional 

requirement has a functional requirement number, which can be traced back when testing 

and evaluating the final prototype. They also have priority of scale 1-3 to indicate important 

level of the functions and their implement sequence.  

Table C.1 : Functional Requirements of WCRS. 

Requirement 

Number 

Description Priority 

( 1-3) 

Level of 

Risk 

(1 -3) 

FR1 Creation and management of recipe 

collection 

1 1 

FR2 Creation and management of menu 1 1 

FR3 Submission and management of order 1 3 

FR4 Mean to interact with pending orders in 

Kitchen 

1 3 

FR5 Order processing and notification order 

status on cook completion 

1 3 

FR6 Payment computation for order 1 2 

FR7 Generation of Bill and associated VAT 1 3 

FR8 Mean to collect and store payment 

transaction details 

1 2 

FR9 Material inventory level monitoring; 1 3 

FR10 Recording and maintaining employee 

information 

1 2 

FR11 Reporting of sales and orders 1 3 

FR12 Mean to view and search order history 1 2 

FR13 Adjustment of Menu available time 2 2 

FR14 Creation and management of reservation 2 3 

FR15 Processing order for dine-in and take away 

order 

2 2 

FR16 Reporting on materials usage 3 3 

FR17 Mechanism for cancelation and changing 

order 

3 3 

FR18 Mean to attach and store recipe photo 3 3 

FR19 Creation of composite menu item 3 3 
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The associated level of risk defined how risky it would affect the project if that particular 

functional requirement failed to deliver. They are described as below: 

1 - Could be solved with minimum challenges. 

2 - Requires technical research to overcome challenges. 

3 - Requires enormous effort and research to tackle complex problems. 

 

Appendix D: Non-Functional Requirement 

Following table is a list of non-functional requirements of the prototype system. Each 

requirement has a references number which traceable to testing. Non-functional requirement 

address usability issues such as ease of use and performance. It employs the same priority 

and level of risk scale in Appendix C 

Table D.2: Non-Functional Requirements of WCRS. 

Requirement 

Number 

Description Priority 

( 1-3) 

Level of 

Risk 

(1 -3) 

NFR1 Mean to interact with external data storage 1 1 

NFR2 Mean to provide timing notification of 

changes in operation data 

1 3 

NFR4 Mean to verify and validate user input 2 3 

NFR5 Mean to provide meaningful exception 

information 

2 2 

NFR6 Accessibility for mobile devices  2 2 

NFR7 Authentication and Access control 2 2 

NFR8 Mean to provide informative representation of 

report 

3 2 
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Appendix E: Message Descriptions 

Following list all the message descriptions for the context diagram in Figure 3.2. 

Message : Table Status 

Data Content Contains information about availability of the table 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when waiter submit table status after 

customer leave. 

 

Message : Order Status 

Data Content Contains preparing status of ordered item in kitchen 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when kitchen chef update the status on 

cook completion.  

 

Message : Menu Info 

Data Content Contains available menu group and recipe information for 

ordering 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when waiter request the browse menu for 

ordering 

 

Message : Payment Data 

Data Content Contains payment information paid amount and methods 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when cashier process payment from 

customer 

 

Message : Bill Information 

Data Content Contains billing information for orders such as information such 

as total amount and taxable amount 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when cashier generate bill for customer 

payment 

 

Message : Recipe 

Data Content Contains recipe information such as title and associated materials 

for stock control 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when chef create or update recipe data 
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Message : Reservation Info 

Data Content Contains reservation details such as date and customer contact 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when host receive reservation request 

from customer 

 

Message : Inventory Status 

Data Content Contains material information and name and quantity 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when chef trying to associate materials to 

recipe 

 

Message : Menu plan 

Data Content Contains menu plan such as availability time and associated recipe 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when manager plan menu availability and 

associated recipes 

 

Message : Staff Information 

Data Content Contains staff data such as name, gender and age 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when manager register new staff to the 

system 

 

Message : Kitchen expenditure 

Data Content Contains materials usage information 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when manager view usage report 

 

Message : Sales report 

Data Content Contains sales information about menu and recipe 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when manager view sales report 

 

Message : Supplies data 

Data Content Contains the information about received purchase materials 

Arrival Pattern Occurs asynchronously when purchase order been fulfilled by 

supplier 
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Appendix F: Use Case Descriptions 

Following list all the use case description for the use case diagram in Figure 3.3. 

Use Case: Manage table reservation  

Description  User intended to create, update or cancel table reservation 

Actors Host 

Scenario The use case starts when user elects to manage table reservation from 

Table command menu.  The system will present list of opening 

reservations. The user then can elect either create, update or cancel 

reservation actions. Create and update action will require user to specify 

time and reservation details. 

 

Use Case: Update table status  

Description  User intended to update table status to reflect available seats 

Actors Host, Waiter 

Scenario The use case starts when user elects to update table status from Table 

command menu.  The system will present all the tables information in 

restaurant. The user then can elect to update table to occupy, available 

and reserved status.  

 

Use Case: Submit order  

Description  User intended to submit a new order to kitchen 

Actors Waiter 

Scenario The use case starts when user elects to submit order from order 

command menu.  The system will prompt user to specify table number. 

Then, it present menu for add and remove order item. The user need to 

specify quantity when add an order item. After the action is completed, 

the user confirms to submit order information for processing. 

 

Use Case: View menu items  

Description  User intended to view menu information 

Actors Waiter, Chef 

Scenario The use case must be started by other use cases. When user enter this 

use case, The system will present collections of defined menu items. 

The user can elect to browse by category or filter for particular menu 

item.  

 

Use Case:  Manage order status  

Description  User intended to update order status of submitted order 

Actors Waiter, Chef 

Scenario The use case starts when waiter elects to cancel order or chef elect to 

update cooked order item.  The system present ordered items and 

associated status to each item. User selects the order that need to be 

changed. When order status updated, it will be synchronized to waiter 

and chef view.   
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Use Case: View ordered item 

Description  User intended to view ordered items of orders 

Actors Waiter, Chef, Cashier 

Scenario The use case starts when user elects to view order detail from Order 

command menu.  The system prompts user to specify order number. 

Then, it presents the list of ordered items.  

 

Use Case: Generate bill 

Description  User intended to print bill for customer payment 

Actors Cashier 

Scenario The use case starts when user elects to print bill from the Payment 

command menu. The system prompts user to specify order number. 

Then, the system will calculate the required amount to be paid 

(including tax and other charge). After the action is completed, the user 

confirms to get generated bill. 

 

Use Case: Process payment 

Description  User intended to process payment for customer 

Actors Cashier 

Scenario The use case starts when user elects to process payment from Payment 

command. The system prompts user to specify order number. Then, the 

user selects the payment methods. Then, the user confirms to persist the 

result. Finally, the system will present receipt information. 

 

Use Case: Manage employee information 

Description  User intended to register, update or delete employee information 

Actors Manager 

Scenario The use case starts when user elects to manage employee information 

from Management command menu.  The system will present list of 

employee. The user then can elect register, update or delete actions. 

Register and Update employee will prompt user to input the details. 

Delete action will remove employee information from database.  

 

Use Case: Generate Reports 

Description  User intended to view the report of restaurant operations 

Actors Manager 

Scenario The use case starts when user elects to view report from Management 

command menu. The system will then present generated reports. 
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Use Case: Calculate Recipe Cost 

Description  User intended to know if particular recipe is profitable 

Actors Manager 

Scenario The use case starts when user elects to view recipe details after 

associate relevant materials. The system will present the recipe details 

and it associated cost.  

 

Use Case: Manage menu plan 

Description  User intended to create, update or delete menu item 

Actors Manager 

Scenario The use case starts when user elects to manage menu plan from 

Management module. The system will present collection of created 

menus. The user then can elect Create, Update or Delete actions. Create 

and Update menu will prompt user to specify details (e.g. time 

available).  After selected action is completed, the user confirms to 

persist the result. 

 

Use Case: Plan materials supply 

Description  User intended to generate a purchasing order of required materials 

Actors Manager, Chef 

Scenario The use case starts when user elects to plan materials supply in 

Inventory menu. The system will present the collection of purchases 

orders. The user can elect to generate or update purchase order status. 

Generate purchase order will required to select recipes or specify 

materials to be purchased. After the actions completed, the user 

confirms to get a purchase order data. When purchase order is fulfil by 

supplier, user can update the purchase order status to add purchased 

material amount to inventory. 

 

Use Case: Manage materials inventory status 

Description  User intended to update the amount of materials in the inventory during 

inventory reconciliation 

Actors Manager, Chef 

Scenario The use case starts when user elects to manage materials from Inventory 

menu. The system will present all the materials and its quantity. The 

user then update the quantity based on selected material. 

 

Use Case: Calculate required materials 

Description  System need to know required materials to prepare a recipe  

Actors Waiter 

Scenario The use case starts when waiter tries to submit an order item. The 

system will check if they are sufficient, materials to perform the order 

before it allow the order to pass through. 
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Appendix G: Gantt Chart 

Figure G.1 display a timeline view of the project plan. It shows all list of important activities 

and their due time. Several significant milestones and their dates are labelled at the end of 

chart. The development time is longer than the previously expected. 
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Appendix H: CRC Cards 

Figure below shows CRC cards that been model for WRCS.  

 

 

Figure H.2: CRC Cards for Entity classes. 
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Figure H.3 : CRC Cards for Service classes. 
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Figure H.4: CRC Cards for Controller classes. 
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Appendix I: Class Diagram 

Figure below shows design class diagram for the WCRS entities. The class diagram is focus 

on representing the relationships between objects.  

 

 Figure I.5: Class Diagram for the WCRS entities. 
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Appendix J: Sequence Diagrams 

This section presents the important sequence diagrams of behaviour models.  

ChefChef Web Browser OrderController

view pending order

pending orders request

OrderServices

get pending orders

initialize

construct kitchen view

notification

[received new order]

show kitchen view

subscrbe to order notification

new order

update pending orders list

new order

update order status

update order 

status request
update order status

notify other user

notification

[order status changed] order status changed

if

[order completed]

remove from pending orders

update success

update success message

order status 

changed

 

Figure J.6: Sequence Diagram for update order status. 
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save payment

send payment information

Waiter
Web 

Browser
PaymentController OrderServices

payment request

bill request

PayemntServices

get order details

initialize

initailize

construct payment details

bill data

if

[payment method cash]

bill information

cash amount
calculate change amount

confirm payment
send payment information

save payment

recipe information

receipt

if

[payment method credit card]

card information

verify credit card format

confirm payment

recipe information

receipt

 

Figure J.7: Sequence Diagram for process payment. 
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Appendix K: User Interface Prototyping 

This sections illustrated the remaining of user interface prototyping for the HTA of submit 

order (refer Figure 4.13).  

 

Figure K.8: Design shows user select table (HTA #2). 

 

Figure K.9: Design shows user browse menu and select recipe (HTA #2.1 and #2.2). 
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Figure K.10: Design shows user specifies quantity and comment (HTA#2.3 and HTA #2.4). 

 

 

Figure K.11: Design shows user ready to submit order (HTA #4). 
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Figure K.12: Design shows insufficient material error and actual available quantity (HTA #4.1). 

 

 

Figure K.13: Design shows that order successfully sent (HTA #5). 
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Appendix L: Hierarchy Task Analysis Diagrams 

This section depicts the Hierarchy Task Analysis diagrams for other non-trivial tasks. 

0. Update order status

3. Prepare meal
5. Confirm order 

removed

3.1. Ensure status not 

preparing

3.2. Update status to 

preparing

3.3. Cook ordered 

recipes

4. Update status to 

completed2. Select pending order1. Select kitchen view

Plan 0

At navigation link, do 1.

Then do 2 – 5.

If another order need to be processed, 

repeat 2 - 5

Plan 3

Do 1, if already in preparing status, go 

back to 2.0.

Do 2, then do 3

 

Figure L.14: HTA for update order status. 

0. Generate Bill

4. Print bill2. Select order for bill1. View open orders

Plan 0

At payment view, do 1.

Then do 2 – 4.

If bill for another order is needed, 

repeat 1 – 4.

3. View generated bill

 

Figure L.15: HTA for generate bill. 
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0. Process Payment

3. View total payable 

amount

4. Specify payment 

method
5. Accept payment

3.1. View bill details

2. Select order for bill1. View open orders

Plan 0

At payment view, do 1.

Then do 2 – 6.

If payment for another order is needed, 

repeat 2 - 6

Plan 3

Do 1 if need to review bill details

Plan 4

Do either 1 or 2.

Then do every sub-tasks under it.

6. Print receipt

4.1. Specify cash 

payment

4.2. Specify credit card 

payment

4.1.1 Specify amount 

received

4.1.1 Calculate amount 

for changes

4.1.1 Specify credit 

card type

4.1.1 Specify credit 

card number

 

Figure L.16: HTA for process payment. 
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Appendix M: Prototype Implementation Table 

The following table shows the released version of the prototype, date due and its associated 

deliverables with incremental enhancements. A substantial amount of time has been 

allocated to learning the tools and integrating them. Thus, the output of each version is 

smaller at first and the development progress faster as the author becomes familiar with the 

development tools. Done definitions of the NFR are rather vague because they should be 

considered throughout the project; hence they are listed at the end of the table. Due to time 

constraints, the requirements with higher priority or interdependencies are implemented first.  

Table M.3: Prototype Implementation Table. 

Prototype 

Version 

Date of 

Completion 

Main Deliverable 

P1 10/4/2013 Implementation of initial projects structure and 

configuration of code repository, web server and 

database server. 

P2 24/4/2013 Implementation of FR1, FR9 

P3 1/5/2013 Implementation of FR2, FR13 

P4 22/5/2013 Implementation of FR10, FR14 

P5 12/6/2013 Implementation of FR3, FR4, FR5 

P6 3/7/2013 Implementation of FR6, FR7, FR8 

P7 24/7/2013 Implementation of FR11, FR12 

Final 12/8/2013 NFR Implemented: NFR1, NFR2, NFR4, NFR5, NFR6, 

NFR7 and NFR8 

 

 

Appendix N: Continuous Integration Usage 

This shows the usage of Team Foundation Services (Continuous Integration software) and 

Visual Studio for source control and builds management. Figure N.17 shows the usage of 

TFS for source controls with VS integration. Figure N.18 shows that the build processes are 

automated by TFS and provide build result information once completed. 
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Figure N.17: Managing source code changes in Source Control. 

 

Figure N.18: Analysing build in Build Management. 
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Appendix O: Screenshots 

This section presents the screenshots of remaining features. This report only selects several 

significant screenshots to represent the features. The features are quite self-expressive once 

the user has followed the application UI design. They are consistent and mapped to particular 

tasks of the user.  

 

Figure O.19: A screenshot of the mange recipe view. 

 

Figure O.20: A screenshot of the create recipe view. 
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Figure O.21: A screenshot of the edit recipe view. 

 

Figure O.22: A screenshot of associating materials to the recipe. 

 

Figure O.23: A screenshot of calculated recipe cost and profit at detail view. 
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Figure O.24: A screenshot of manage recipe category view. 

 

Figure O.25: A screenshot of manage materials at inventory view. 

 

Figure O.26: A screenshot of updating materials view. 
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Figure O.27: A screenshot of manage menu group view. 

 

Figure O.28: A screenshot of updating menu group availability. 

 

Figure O.29: A screenshot of selecting recipes for menu group. 
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Figure O.30: A screenshot of associating recipe with menu group. 

 

Figure O.31: A screenshot of managing table view. 

 

Figure O.32: A screenshot of updating table status view. 
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Figure O.33: A screenshot of making reservation view. 

 

Figure O.34: A screenshot of managing staff view. 

 

Figure O.35: A screenshot of registering new account for staff. 
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Figure O.36: A screenshot of assigning roles to staff. 

 

Figure O.37: A screenshot of reset password view for staff. 

 

Figure O.38: A screenshot of application setting view. 
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Figure O.39: A screenshot of top selling recipe report. 

 

Figure O.40: A screenshot of sale and cost report. 

 

 

 

 


